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ABSTRACT

Battery Electric vehicles (BEVs) have significantly increased in their importance
based on their market share proportion on the national and regional stage, from 14,650
units sold in the US in 2012 to up to 105,000 units. The general energy consumption of
electric vehicles (EVs) in practice has so far been little researched. The aim of this work
is to create an understanding of the discharge behavior of electric vehicles as a function
of different road types in order to derive, for example, the economic efficiency and the
utility value of EVs. A regression model is used to describe this effect by also taking into
account different factors, i.e., ambient temperature, initial state of charge (SOC), individual driver behavior, and the different road types. The tests were conducted in a 2017
Volkswagen eGolf along a predefined route in southern Rhode Island.
A clear consumption pattern can be derived from the vehicle data, where BEVs
consume the least amount of energy on road types with medium speed and a high flow
rate of traffic (Minor Arterials and Other Principal Arterials), while on roads with a higher average speed (i.e., Interstate and Freeways/ Expressways) the energy consumption
rate was significantly higher. Additionally, an increased energy consumption on minor
road classes (i.e., Collector and Local roads) was experimentally verified.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
Today, scarcity of non-renewable energy resources and increasing ecological
awareness are leading to a trend of environmentally friendly technologies in many areas
(Sawyer, 2016). Therefore, it is necessary to engineer and develop products that do not
focus exclusively on achieving high speeds and time gains, but pay attention to all aspects of the use of resources.
This area also includes the efficient use of traction batteries, whose energy is used
to propel electric vehicles. With current battery technologies, electric vehicles (EVs) are
already more energy efficient than comparable vehicles with internal combustion engines
(Salahuddin et al., 2018; Umweltbundesamt, 2016). EVs have already significantly increased in their importance based on their market share proportion on the global, national, and regional stage (Department of Energy, 2015; FleetCarma, 2017a, 2017b; Howell
et al., 2017; International Energy Agency, 2018; US Department of Energy, 2019). However, the biggest thresholds in the adoption of EVs remain the limited range of only 160
up to 500 kilometers (100 to 300 miles) (Gibson, 2018; Gorzelany, 2018; Wong, 2017),
range anxiety (Franke et al., 2018) and an insufficient charging infrastructure (Dua et al.,
2019).
The short range of EVs originate relative large amount of space the batteries require, since they have a much lower energy density by approximately a factor of 100 than
fossil resources, such as gasoline or diesel (Schlachter, 2012). Therefore, the optimal use
1

of energy for mobility in BEVs has a greater potential than conventional vehicles for sustainable transportation.
One possible starting point for improvement is to use an optimized, energy-based
routing for EVs. This has the advantage that, in contrast to calculating shortest or fastest
routes, attention is paid to minimizing energy consumption. Understanding the charging
behavior of EVs is essential, but it depends on many factors, as described more detailed
in Chapter 2.2.
EVs, as a genre of vehicles, are composed of three different kinds, which are generally classed by the degree of how electricity is used as their power source: BEVs, Plugin Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs), and Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEVs) (Tie & Tan,
2013). For all further considerations, electromobility (e-mobility) is understood as individual passenger cars and light commercial vehicles, provided that these can be fully (i.e.,
BEV) or partially electrically (i.e., PHEVs and HEVs) driven and directly charged via the
electrical grid.

1.2 Research Goals
The general energy consumption of EVs, in naturalistic driving practice, represents a significant gap in the literature. Manufacturer statements regarding energy consumption and range are measured under laboratory conditions for specified driving cycles
and thus deviate significantly from the real consumption (Degraeuwe & Weiss, 2017;
Weiss et al., 2019). Knowing how different road types determine energy consumption,
gives an insight to the question of, “How do road types affect the efficiency of EVs?” As
a result, vehicle operators can estimate the total cost of ownership associated with energy
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consumption based on vehicle usage. This is an important element in the purchase decision of EVs and all future infrastructure decisions (Dua et al., 2019).
Through the perspective of the limited range of EVs, the knowledge of how much
energy the vehicles need in different driving situations is also a prerequisite for range optimization. On the one hand, suggestions for economical driving behavior can be derived,
on the other hand, in the area of vehicle navigation, the selection of the most economical
route can be identified ("eco-routing") (Ericsson et al., 2006). Obtaining the energy efficiency parameters for distinct sections in road networks plays a key role in modeling and
planning an energy-optimal route.
Figure 1 illustrates this connection and shows the influence of external factors,
such as the outside temperature or road types on driver behavior and their resulting driving pattern(s) on total energy consumption (i.e., change in the state of charge [SOC]). The
research of driving patterns generally refers to the vehicle’s speed profile (Ericsson,
2001), which in turn is greatly influenced by different road types and their respective
speed limits and infrastructure (e.g., traffic lights, stop and yield signs) (Braun & Rid,
2017). In order to include different driving behavior into the analysis, driving data of
multiple test drivers were conducted in a naturalistic driving environment. In general, the
knowledge of the external factors influencing energy consumption enables the derivation
of reliable information on the remaining residual range, which increases the operational
capability of the vehicles, improves comfort, and in turn an improved usability of EVs
(Ericsson, 2000; Wu et al., 2015; Yao et al., 2013).

3
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Driving
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Consumption
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Figure 1: EV energy consumption model (Braun & Rid, 2017)
It has been shown that an energy efficient routing system for vehicles is highly influenced by the respective road type (Wu et al., 2015; Yao et al., 2013). The aim of this
work is to create an understanding of the discharge behavior of BEVs as a function of
different road types in order to derive, for example, the economic efficiency and the utility value of BEVs. Therefore, detailed values of real energy consumption rates for a current BEV based on data collected in a naturalistic driving setting will be presented and
comparisons between the different road types, along the drive route, will be made. The
effect of road types will be analyzed using a linear regression mode, by taking into account the influence of different factors such as the outside temperature and the starting
battery SOC.
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2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

In order to understand the relationships between vehicle characteristics, driving
behavior and the related fuel and energy consumption, the necessary technical tools, such
as real time information systems matched with location tracking systems, were lacking in
the past, which made it impossible to continuously and systematically collect the required
data and information. The advancement of information and communication technologies
(ICT) builds the technical framework to gain a better understanding of vehicle and driving behavior with a focus in particular on the influence of different road types on the environmental impact and eco-driving strategies.
Subsequently, technical measures such as the electronic monitoring of the vehicle
paired with the usage of satellite-based positioning systems (GPS), was used in previous
research (Ericsson, 2001; Sentoff et al., 2015) to reveal detailed data on individual driving patterns (i.e., speed, fuel and energy consumption, idle time, speed, gear shift, acceleration, deceleration, etc.).

2.1. State of Research
Related research which estimate the energy consumption of EVs overall and in relation to different road types will be used to identify issues and problems that remain unsolved or unidentified in the research field of road type related energy consumption patterns. For conventional vehicles, there are already extensive investigations to determine
the influence of traffic planning and road types on the fuel consumption and on the driving behavior (Brundell-Freij & Ericsson, 2005; Hallmark et al., 2002; Smidfelt-Rosqvist,
5

2000). The study of Brundell-Freij and Ericsscon (2005) reveals that the road and traffic
environment affect the driving behavior in connection with driver variables and car characteristics. However, the fuel consumption is not further quantified in this study. Hallmark et al. (2002) identifies different roadway characteristics at signalized intersections
and their effect on the time a vehicle spends in a specific operating mode.
Further connections between individual driving behavior, road type and the resulting fuel consumption of ICEs (Ericsson, 2000; Jensen, 1995) and EVs (Wu et al., 2015;
Yao et al., 2013) are drawn in the literature. Ericsson (2000) investigates the variability in
urban driving patterns and concludes that the street type has the greatest influence on the
driving pattern. Furthermore it can be observed that average speed and deviation of speed
is significantly different between different road types. In this research 12 subjects drove
an ICE vehicle on a predetermined route in four different occasions (two at peak hours
and two in off-peak hours). However, specific consumption factors are not further quantified, since energy consumption was not taken into account as a variable. Jensen (1995)
evaluates different driving patterns and the resulting emissions of ICE vehicles on different road types. The study concludes that speed is the most important factor influencing
the emission quantity, while deviation of speed in traffic does not show significance in
explaining the fuel consumption.
However, the speed related energy consumption of BEVs is expected to be significantly different in comparison to ICE vehicles. The energy consumption of an electric
vehicle changes due to the vehicles speed (Cappiello et al., 2002), because the required
energy to overcome friction in the drive train and of the tires, air resistance, and to supply
ancillary components changes due to the vehicle's velocity. Speed and speed changes dif6

fer significantly on the various road types and is therefore a major factor in the analysis
of assessing the depletion rate of vehicles. The relationship between speed and fuel/ energy consumption of ICEs/ BEVs is plotted in Figure 2.
a)
BEV

b)
ICE

Figure 2: Energy/ fuel consumption rates for a) BEVs and b) ICEs (Fiori et al., 2019)
Each chart displays the simulated consumption for different speeds and on different road segments with light grey dots. The average energy/ fuel consumption for each
segment with a similar speed is represented by the highlighted red points. In comparison
to the energy consumption of ICEVs, BEVs are more efficient at lower speed. The convex curve of the fitted red trendline shows that the efficiency (based on the energy con7

sumption) of BEVs decreases with increasing speed, while the optimum of ICEs is
reached at higher speeds at around 100 km/h (~62 mph). It can be seen that the speed related fuel consumption for ICEs also increase exponentially, when this optimum is exceeded. The energy related consumption factors of BEVs are further discussed in Chapter
2.2.
Additionally, some changes are to be expected for EVs regarding the ambient
temperature. At low temperatures, EVs are significantly less efficient than in warm temperatures due to higher battery storage losses and higher power consumption due to battery cooling (Jonas & Wilde, 2019; Rugh et al., 2007; Zhang & Lee, 2011). In conventional vehicles, frequent braking and accelerating means a significant increase in fuel
consumption compared to trips with a steady speed, such as driving on highways or on
the interstate (Faria et al., 2019). This effect could be less in electric cars because they
can regain braking energy (Yao et al., 2013).
A study by Howey et al. (2011) compares the energy consumption of ICE,
PHEVs, and BEVs at a predefined distance. The aim was to keep energy consumption as
low as possible by using an approach that was as economical as possible (Howey et al.,
2011). The energy consumption of BEVs in this research was 27.7 kWh/100mi, compared to 75.1 kWh/100mi of ICE vehicles in the same driving settings (Howey et al.,
2011). However, the results hardly represent an everyday trip, because the aim of this research was to keep the fuel and energy consumption as low as possible, in order to compare the eco-driving ability of the vehicles.
Faria et al. (2013) investigated the energy consumption of three different EVs
(i.e., Nissan Leaf, Smart ED and Peugeot iOn) based on vehicle tracking on a defined test
8

track. Several influencing factors were examined, in particular the influence of the air
conditioning system (i.e., off, on-cooling, on-heating), the driving style (i.e., aggressive,
normal, economic) and the environment (i.e., urban, rural) (Faria et al., 2013). An aggressive driving style increased power consumption of the Nissan Leaf by 48 percent to 25.01
kWh/100mi, compared to 16.85 kWh/100mi with an ecofriendly driving style (Faria et
al., 2013). With a normal driving style and with the air conditioning switched off the
Nissan Leaf consumes 21.1 kWh/100mi on the combined route. However, this value increases when the heating is switched on to 29.5 kWh/100mi (Faria et al., 2013). This
study shows the negative effect of an aggressive driving behavior and quantifies the influence on the energy consumption in a naturalistic driving setting.
(Yao et al., 2013) estimates the energy consumption and emission factor of EVs
by using the vehicle-specific power (VSP), which is based on speed and acceleration data. Data is conducted in a light-duty BEV on the road network of Beijing, China. The
conclusion shows that energy consumption of especially principal arterial roadways is
significantly higher compared to other road types, whereas this research shows that the
highest consumption rates occur on Interstates and Local Roads.
Investigations of Kowalsky (2017) and Schwertner (2018) that were conducted on
a 2015 Volkswagen eGolf, revealed that the influence of road types on SOC based on the
variability of driving behavior has a significant influence, especially on major collector
roads and expressways, on the discharge rate of EVs (Kowalsky, 2017; Schwertner,
2018).
(Faria et al., 2019) assesses fuel saving potentials of ICE vehicles based on driving behavior, road types and road grade. The research also uses a naturalistic driving set9

ting and monitors 47 drivers over a time period of 6 months in Lisbon, Portugal. The
highest fuel saving potential was observed on minor arterial roads and collector roads
with a speed limit of 50 km/h (31 mph) (Faria et al., 2019). However, this research does
not quantify the energy consumption of the vehicles.
It was shown that drives of comparable studies have taken place only for ICE vehicles for the purpose of measuring consumption in a relatively short period of time. A
use of BEVs under actual everyday conditions with a quantification of the energy consumption rate did only take place by Kowalsky (2017) and Schwertner (2018), but did
not differentiate all road types. Other studies on the characteristics of EVs suggest significant differences in energy consumption behavior, but fail to quantify the effect of each
road type. The present study seeks to systematically assess the field of quantifying the
energy consumption of EVs all road types.

2.2. Energy Consumption of Electric Vehicles
To understand how energy consumption is influenced by different road types and
driver behavior, it is important to understand the principles of the energy usage of a passenger vehicle. In contrast to a simulated experiment, the real environment consists of a
multitude of laws and conditions (Levitt & List, 2007). The present literature reveals
clear evidence of the influence of driving behavior, traffic planning, and road types on the
consumption rate of vehicles (Brundell-Freij & Ericsson, 2005; Ericsson, 2000; Faria et
al., 2013; Faria et al., 2019; Hallmark et al., 2002; Jensen, 1995; Smidfelt-Rosqvist,
2000; Wu et al., 2015; Yao et al., 2013). Besides these factors, current literature identified low outside temperatures (Yuksel & Michalek, 2015) and a low battery SOC (Gomez
& Morcos, 2003) have a negative effect on the energy consumption EVs. The study by
10

Ericsson (2000) showed no major variations in average speed of male and female drivers.
The factor gender is therefore not further evaluated. All of the previously introduced factors vary greatly from case-to-case, which is why blanket statements on the economy,
efficiency, and application possibilities of EVs are not effective.
In the discussion about the marketability of electrically driven passenger cars, one
of the dominant aspects currently is the small range of 160 up to 500 kilometers (100 to
300 miles) of these vehicles (Gibson, 2018) compared to ICE vehicles. Users have become accustomed to the nearly 600 to 800 kilometers (400 to 500 miles) range of their
gasoline and diesel-powered passenger cars (Toyota, 2019; Volkswagen, 2019) and are
skeptical about the purchase of an BEV for psychological reasons (Dua et al., 2019;
EERE, 2018; Franke et al., 2018).
In addition to external factors such as traffic lights, street signs and road types, the
individual driving behavior is an internal factor, which has a significant impact on the
overall energy consumption of BEVs (Franke et al., 2018). In the past, research on the
influence of driving behavior has helped to describe energy-efficient driving with ICEVs
(Barkenbus, 2010; McIlroy & Stanton, 2018). The latter is summarized by the term "ecodriving" and allows an improved efficiency of vehicles powered by ICEs by controlling
speed and acceleration rates. According to Barkenbus (2010) this includes: (a) moderate
acceleration, (b) anticipating the flow of traffic and signals to avoid sudden starts and
stops, (c) maintaining a steady pace, (d) taking into account the speed limit, and (e)
avoiding unnecessary idling. Applying eco-driving strategies has therefore a major influence on the question, whether electric vehicles (EVs) are economical and therefore suitable for an everyday use.
11

The plot in Figure 3 shows the speed related energy consumption rates separated
by consumer source. According to Tesla Motors (2008) the overall energy consumption
reaches a minimum at a speed of about 20 mph (Tesla Motors, 2008).

Discharge rate [Wh/mile]

700

Ancillary
Tires
Aerodynamic
Drivetrain
Total

600
500
400
300
200
100
0
0

20

40

60
80
Speed [mph]

100

120

Figure 3: Energy consumption due to aerodynamic losses, tire friction, drivetrain
losses and ancillary losses (Tesla Motors, 2008)
This is mainly due to the fact that with increasing speed the air resistance increases exponentially. This is identical for cars with an ICE and electric engine. As a result,
the battery needs exponentially more energy as the speed increases. Figure 3 shows how
different speed limits and a different driving behavior affect the overall energy consumption of an EV, while an increasing speed relates to an exponential increase in energy consumption.
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3. METHODOLOGY

This Chapter provides the methodology, such as the experimental layout, application scenarios, user groups, and the methods being used to determine energy consumption
clusters. All technical parameters, key assumptions, and further input data are also presented and discussed in Chapter 3.

3.1. Methods of Experimentation
The key features in this experimentation were establishing control over different
variables, measurement, and data analysis. First, participants were recruited to drive a
BEV, to which the sample size was substantial enough to detect differences in individual
driver behavior. Two routes with different road types, while covering the span of all road
types, were used in this research. In this experiment, the road type changes throughout
the test drive and the dependent variable “Energy Consumption” [kWh/mile], is measured; any other extraneous variables were kept as constant as possible.

3.1.1. Sample size
The continuous increase of EV sales per year (FleetCarma, 2017a; Howell et al.,
2017; International Energy Agency, 2018) lead to a large number of new EV drivers each
year. Therefore, the sample of test drivers for this research compromised inexperienced
test drivers, which made it possible to compare differences in driver behavior among the
individuals and not based on EV driving experience. Along with a sufficient sample size,
the predetermined test route included various road types and needed to be long enough to
13

detect multiple changes of the vehicles state of charge. The participants of this study were
recruited (for flyers, see Appendix A and B) at the University of Rhode Island. This research and protocols were approved by The University of Rhode Island Institutional Review Board, HU1617-055, titled “Electric Vehicles Driver Behavior.”
A naturalistic driving setting with multiple drivers was used to represent the energy consumption characteristics of BEVs in dependency of road types, individual driving
behavior, ambient temperature and the vehicles initial SOC. The sample size to depict the
total population of licensed drivers in Rhode Island of approximately 750,000 (U.S. Department of Transportation, 2016), would lead to a sample size of 97, with the confidence
interval set to 95% and a margin of error of 10%. However, this research project is the
first attempt is among the first studies to conduct energy consumption values of BEVs in
a naturalistic driving environment.
(Treece & Treece, 1982) suggested a sample size in pilot studies of 10% of the
projected size, whereas (Isaac & Michael, 1995) and (Johanson & Brooks, 2010) suggest
a sample size of 10 – 30 participants. In total, this research consisted of 30 research participants, with the age ranging from 19 to 30 years. The sample size used for this research follows the trend of previous research that investigated driving behavior and energy consumption rates (Constantinescu et al., 2014; Sun & Elefteriadou, 2012; Wang et
al., 2010). The age and sex structure of the participants can be seen in Table 1.
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Table 1: Sample Population
Total
Sample Size
30

Age (years)

Sex

Mean

Std. Deviation

Range

Male

Female

23.73

2.56

19 - 30

18

12

Previous research reveals that the socio-demographic parameters and education
level have a significant influence on the willingness and ability to buy an electric car
(Carley et al., 2013). Familiarity with technology and environmental awareness also contributes to the acceptance of electric vehicles (Eurowatchers, 2018). For a representative
test result of current and potential EV drivers, first time EV drivers were recruited for this
study. Prior to the test drive, the test drivers signed a consent form (for the consent form,
see Appendix C).

3.1.2. Road Type Classification
In general, the US road infrastructure system is classified in two ways: (i) boundary area and (ii) road network. Firstly by whether it is ‘rural’ or ‘urban’, which is defined
by Rhode Island’s Transportation Urban Rural Boundary Area (Division of Statewide
Planning, 2013) and is additionally sorted by its specific function within the network. To
differentiate the different road types in the network, the US Highway Functional Classification System of the Division of Statewide Planning is utilized and defines the roads’
purpose along with certain road characteristics, such as the material of a street, road
width, traffic volume, location and its function (Division of Statewide Planning, 2019).
The Division of Statewide Planning distinguishes between two basic functions of a roadway: (a) access to property and (b) travel mobility. “Mobility refers to the actual ability
of the road to move traffic, while accessibility refers to the ease of entering or exiting a
roadway to or from adjacent priorities.” (Division of Statewide Planning, 2019) Accord15

ingly, the US road network is divided into three major road classes (i.e., arterials, collectors, and local). These are defined by the Division, as follows:
“Arterials have high mobility but low land access and are typically used for longer trips. Whereas, local roads have low mobility (travel at slower speeds) but provide the highest level of land access... Collectors are in the middle and often act as
the transitional roads from arterials to local roads.” (Division of Statewide Planning, 2019) (Emphasis added)
Furthermore each road class is subdivided into multiple road types. Table 2 shows
the three different road classes and the respective road types.

Table 2: Road classes and types (Division of Statewide Planning, 2019)
Road Class

Road Type
Interstate

Principal Arterial

Other Freeway & Expressway
Other Principal Arterial

Minor Arterial
Collector
Local Roads

Minor Arterial
Major Collector
Minor Collector
Local

3.1.2.1. Interstates
The name of the US entire roadway system is ‘Dwight D. Eisenhower National
System of Interstate and Defense Highways’ (short Interstate Highway System or Interstate System) and is officially administered by the US Department of Transportation. An
interstate is a highway that serves high-speed travel and long-distance freight transport by
motor vehicle (high mobility) and connects the main urban areas of the United States.
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Examples of Interstates (I) in Rhode Island are I-95, I-295 and I-195. For the purposes of
this research, only I-95 is utilized in this study. This Interstate is a major traffic arterial
along the east coast of the US.

3.1.2.2. Other Freeways and Expressways
Roads in this category are very similar to interstates, while the terms 'freeway' and
'expressway' may differ regionally. By definition, this type of road includes two multiplelanes that are typically separated by a physical barrier (e.g., traffic barrier, a strip of grass,
or a boulder). Additionally, the lanes can only be accessed by ramps, which are designed
to adjust a vehicle's speed differential between the freeway/expressway and their feeder
roads, which usually are principal arterials or collector roads. Like interstates, these roads
are designed and built to maximize their mobility function with over and underpasses
make it possible to cross the freeway/expressway. An example of this road type is U.S.
Route 1 in Rhode Island, used in this study, which is a major north–south state highway
along the state and entire US East Coast.

3.1.2.3. Other Principal Arterials
The main function of a Principal Arterial, also known as a traffic artery, is to direct traffic between collector roads and freeways or expressways and to ensure a high
level of service between major centers of urban, metropolitan areas. Therefore, access to
arterial roads is often limited and only possible through designated roads. Accordingly
this road type provides a high level of mobility in urban areas, while ensuring a high degree of mobility through rural areas. In contrast, to the restricted access of expressways or
freeways, principal arterial roads provide direct access to adjacent land.
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Other Principal Arterials, however, are directional thoroughfares which serve major centers of metropolitan areas and also provide a high degree of mobility in rural areas.
Unlike their access-controlled counterparts, abutting land can be served directly. Forms
of access for Other Principal Arterial roadways include roads to specific parcels and atgrade intersections with other roadways, which occasionally are controlled by traffic
lights (Division of Statewide Planning, 2019). U.S. Route 2 and Route 138 in Rhode Island are examples of Other Principal Arterials, which are examined in this study.

3.1.2.4. Minor Arterials
The main purpose of Minor Arterials in rural areas is to link cities and larger
towns, while also providing land access to the surrounding areas. In urban areas, minor
arterials support and connect the network of principal arterial roads and other infrastructure facilities, such as residential areas and commercial areas. In comparison to principal
arterials, these roads serve trips in moderate length and at lower speeds. (Division of
Statewide Planning, 2019). This research includes a Minor Arterial while passing through
Wakefield, Rhode Island.

3.1.2.5. Major and Minor Collectors
A collector road is a local road that leads traffic from the local roads in residential
or commercial areas to a major road. To ensure an effective and safe road network, pedestrians and other types of traffic should be separated on collecting lanes and all major
roads. In comparison to arterial roads or freeways/ expressways or interstates, collector
roads serve shorter distances at lower speeds (Division of Statewide Planning, 2019).
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The functional road type classification of the Division of Statewide Planning in
Rhode Island (year) distinguishes collector roads between two categories: Major Collector Roads and Minor Collector Roads. Typically the length of minor collectors is shorter,
with a higher density of local driveways and lower speed limits. Major collectors however, might have multiple travel lanes and serve a higher annually traffic volume. It can be
seen that the focus of major collectors is to offer a higher degree of mobility than minor
collectors, which in turn offer more land access with more access points (Division of
Statewide Planning, 2019). The start of both test routes on Plains Road and the final
stretch along Saugatucket Road and South Road are examples of Major Collector. A Minor Collector proceeds along Wordens Pond Road. Due to unforeseen construction on
this road sections, this road type had to be excluded from the analysis.

3.1.2.6. Local Roads
Local roads offer direct access to abutting land and are often designed to hinder
through traffic. These roads make up the largest part of all roads within the US, but are
not intended to serve long distance travel. Therefore, local roads are usually used at the
beginning and end of a trip. The classification takes place after the Arterial and Collector
Roads are designated by the Division of Statewide Planning. All remaining public roads,
which do not have another road type assigned are now classified as local roads (Division
of Statewide Planning, 2019). A short section after leaving Route 2 towards Wordens
Pond Road and at the exit of Wakefield are examples of this particular road type.
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3.1.3. Test Route
Previous research has shown that road type selection has an influence on BEV efficiency (Qi et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2015). Data was collected from different road types
and used to make comparisons between them, therefore the test track is separated into
two parts: (i) Non-Interstate and (ii) Interstate. Since the combination of these two routes
contain all road types, it is possible to make statements about the different driving behavior on different road types of the respective drivers. Figure 4 shows the two test routes
with different road types in Washington County, Rhode Island.
The first test route, Non-Interstate, will be according to the research of Kowalsky
(2017) and Schwertner (2018) and runs along different road types in Washington County,
Rhode Island (Kowalsky 2017; Schwertner 2018). The road types included are: Freeways/ Expressways, Principal Arterial, Minor Arterial, Major and Minor Collector, and
Local Roads; thus, literally, every road type excluding the Interstate. This research will
be extended by a second test route, which now additionally includes the road type “Interstate”.
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Interstate

Major Collector

Freeway/ Expressway

Minor Collector

Principal Arterial

Local

Minor Arterial

Test Route 1 (Non-Interstate-Route)
Test Route 2 (Interstate-Route)

Figure 4: Map of the test routes in southern Rhode Island: Non-Interstate-Route
(Blue) and Interstate-Route (Light green) (Division of Statewide
Planning, 2013)
Test drives were conducted by each driver on both travel routes in a naturalistic
driving environment. Peak hours for travel and thus resulting in traffic in the area of the
routes were assumed between 7:00AM and 9:00AM and after 4:00PM. The discharge
rate and operational parameters were recorded in off-peak hours (10:00AM to 4:00PM)
on the two test routes, while weekends and holidays were excluded, due to a different
traffic density. Along with the streets surface condition, bad visibility, and darkness have
a major influence on the vehicles energy consumption (Ejsmont et al., 2015; Jägerbrand
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& Sjöbergh, 2016). Darkness was avoided based on the time of data driving parameters,
whereas drivers with wet roads or low visibility were not collected and rescheduled. Table 3 shows the distance covered on each road type.
Table 3: Distance covered on each Road Type
Non-Intestate Interstate-Route
Test Route
[miles]
[miles]
Total Distance
24.7
34.4
Interstate

Total
[miles]
59.1

-

13.6

13.6

Freeway/Expressway

5.6

-

5.6

Other Principal Arterial

6.1

19.0

25.1

Minor Arterial

1.8

-

1.8

Major Collector

6.2

1.8

8.0

Minor Collector

2.3

-

4.1

Local Roads

2.6

-

2.6

The elevation along both experimental routes varies greatly and therefore had to
be considered to examine the energy consumption on each road type. Figure 5 shows the
altitude along both test routes over the different road types. The altitude measurements
(in feet) were taken every second and plotted over the distance (in miles) traveled on the
respective route. Every road type had at least one significant change in altitude. Therefor
the elevation change will also be taken into consideration in the final analysis. Section
3.3.2 gives further insights in how different elevation segments were derived.
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Figure 5: Altitude along a) Non-Interstate Route and b) Interstate-Route

3.1.4. Test Conditions
Differences in the outside temperature have a significant impact on the battery
discharge rate (Zhang & Lee, 2011). According to Zhang and Lee (2011), a disproportionate reduction of the range is to be expected, especially at lower temperatures. Due to
this fact, the outdoor temperature has to be monitored and considered to be a factor within this experiment. Colder weather goes along with a reduced efficiency of the power
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electronics and the powertrain, therefore, the range of electric cars in Summer is generally higher than in Winter. The test drives in this research were carried out in April and
May of 2019.
Another factor influencing the range is the additional power consumption when
driving, such as auxiliary loads. If other applications in the vehicle, such as ventilation
fan, seat or window heating are activated, the power consumption increases and thus reduces the range of the car. Whereas the seat and window heaters consume very little energy, the consumption of the ventilation fan can account for up to 20% of the total energy
consumption (Rugh et al., 2007). Regardless of the exterior temperature the air conditioning will be set to an ambient 68℉. The windows remained closed in order to keep the
aerodynamic drag the same throughout each test drive.
The test vehicle examined, 2017 eGolf, offers multiple driving modes (i.e., Normal, Eco, and Eco+) and recuperation strategies (i.e, B, D, D1, D2, and D3) (Bartels et
al., 2019), which in turn have a significant influence on the energy consumption behavior
of the vehicle (Barkenbus, 2010; Coloma et al., 2018; McIlroy & Stanton, 2018;
Spichartz et al., 2014). In this research the driving mode “Normal” was used, since it uses
the full power of the electric engine and, therefore, makes the best use of the vehicles performance. Additionally, the recuperation mode “D” was used. Mode “D” only recuperates energy while applying the brakes. Other recuperation stages also recover energy
while coasting, which feels different and potentially unnatural when compared to experiences in a conventional ICE vehicle.
Since the participants in this study, will be first-time EV drivers, they will all be
given a brief introduction to the car prior to the test drive and the seat will be adjusted to
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the comfort of each driver. During the test drives the radio will be on and the same
playlist will be played, in order to exclude differences in behavior due to the music being
played (van der Zwaag et al., 2012). The test drives were accompanied by either one of
the two researchers, who trained and validated their communication behavior with the
research participants in advance, to keep navigational patterns and communication as
constant as possible.
The main characteristics of the vehicle, based on manufacturer data for the US
market, are listed in Table 4 (NewsPress VW USA). The battery capacity of 35.8 kWh is
used to calculate the battery SOC.
Table 4: Specifications of the 2017 Volkswagen eGolf (NewsPress VW USA)
Category

2017 e-Golf

Electric Motor
Electric motor power

100 kW (136 HP)

Maximum torque

290 Nm (214 ft lb)

Maximum revolutions

12,000 rpm

Drivetrain
Driven wheels

Front-wheel drive

Transmission Gear Ratios

1 (Ratio: 2.70)

Battery
Battery type

Li-Ion

Battery capacity

35.8 kWh

Battery weight

318 kg (701 lb)

Curb weight (kg)

1567 kg (3455 lb)

Energy Consumption (WLTP ratings)
Range 1
Vehicle Consumption
1

200 km (125 miles)
13.2 kWh/100 km (0.2124 kWh/mile)

EPA-estimated real-world driving range
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3.2. Methods of Data Collection
In order to collect energy consumption data, a 2017 Volkswagen eGolf was examined in April and May 2019 on two predetermined routes along the previously introduced
road types. This short trial period makes it possible to exclude seasonal temperature effects, which made it possible to keep the outside temperature as constant as possible. The
vehicle was driven by different people, which makes it possible to examine the influence
of driver behavior. Additionally each participant completed a survey, which measures
anxiety with respect to driving behavior. In this research, the survey was only used to determine the demographic characteristics of the examined driver population.

3.2.1. Driving Data
In order to record the data of the vehicle, the vehicle was equipped with a CAN
bus gateway, a data logger and a GPS antenna. The Gateway is a device offered by the
company FleetCarma that allows reading out the corresponding data from the On-BoardDiagnostics-II (OBD-II) system of the vehicle and linking it to the corresponding GPS
location and time (Malekian et al., 2017). The resulting data included information of the
vehicles geographic location, battery current and voltage, and speed for every second of
the drive. An excerpt of the data obtained from FleetCarma is displayed in Table 5. A
more detailed excerpt of the data for one drive can be found in Appendix H.
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Table 5: Excerpt of Raw Data Obtained Per Drive
Timestamp
(ms)

Altitude HV Battery HV Battery HV Battery Latitude
[m]
Current [A] SOC [%]
Voltage [V] [deg]

600

75.4

-12

77.5

1600
2600

75.4

-12

75.4

-18.75

3600

75.4

4600

75.4

5600
6600

Longitude
[deg]

Vehicle
Speed [km/h]

342.25 41.48906528

-71.52143333

4

77.5

342 41.48906528

-71.52143333

4

77.5

341.75 41.48906528

-71.52143333

8

-25.5

77.5

341.25 41.48906528

-71.52143333

12

-1

77.5

342.5 41.48906528

-71.52143333

14

75.4

-15

77.5

341.5 41.48906528

-71.52143333

15

75.4

-0.75

77.5

342.5 41.48906528

-71.52143333

15

7600

75.4

0.5

77.5

342.75 41.48906528

-71.52143333

14

8600

75.4

1

77.5

342.75 41.48906528

-71.52143333

13

9600

75.3

5.5

77.5

343 41.48899417

-71.52108417

9

The electrical power being consumed at each point of time, could be calculated by
multiplying the measured amperage (A) with the corresponding voltage (V) data point
(Wu et al., 2015). Electrical power is measured in watts (W) and refers to the rate at
which energy is consumed by a load. Based upon that, the energy consumption over time,
measured in kilowatt hours (kWh) can be derived. Equation 1 shows this relation:
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦(𝑘𝑊ℎ) =

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒(V) ∗ 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝐴) ∗ 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒(ℎ𝑟)
1000

(1)

The energy consumption for each time interval t can be calculated accordingly
(Equation 2) and allows to differentiate the discharge behavior of the vehicle on certain
sections of the route.
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 (

𝑘𝑊ℎ
1ℎ𝑟
) = 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟(kW) ∗
=𝑋
𝑠
3600𝑠

(2)

After examining the vehicles overall energy consumption, the distance traveled
between each data point is calculated according to the vehicles speed. The general formula for calculating the velocity in physics for uniform motion is shown in Equation 3. The
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formula of uniform motion relates information about distance d in meter [m], time t in
seconds [s], velocity v [m/s] and initial distance d0 to each other.
𝑑 =𝑣∗𝑡+𝑑

(3)

In order to calculate the distance in miles between each data poin, the initial distance d0 is set zero (d0 = 0) and divided by 1,609.344, in order to calculate the distance in
miles:
𝑑 =𝑣∗𝑡∗

1
1,609.344

(4)

Based on this, the mean energy consumption μ of each drive i is used as an efficiency indicator and can be calculated as:
𝑥̅ =

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑘𝑊ℎ)
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠)

(5)

The standard deviation of the energy consumption σi (Equation 6) can be used to
make further distinctions between each drive and to interpret the driver behavior. A higher standard deviation implies a larger variation of energy consumed, respectively recovered due to hard acceleration and braking. Therefore it is related to a more aggressive
driving behavior. The standard deviation compares the energy consumption at each
timestamp t to the mean energy consumption and is calculated as

𝜎 =

1
𝑁

(𝑥 − 𝜇)

(6)

3.2.2. Data Processing
The raw data, as seen in Table 5, was processed according to previously introduced calculations using a VBA Script (the VBA code can be found in Appendix E and
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F). Prior to data processing the data sheets needed to be trimmed, in order to ensure the
comparability and uniformity of each data set. The start and end point of each test routes
and the coordinates of each new road type were defined. An overview of the geographic
coordinates along the test route used to trim the data and to differentiate the road types
can be seen in Table 6 for the Non-Interstate-Route and in Table 7 for the InterstateRoute. The geographic location for each road type represents the end of this specific road
segment.
Table 6: Geographic location of the end of each road type (Non-Interstate)
Non-Interstate Route
Latitude
Longitude
Start
41.489207
-71.521673
Major Collector
41.482274
-71.550062
(Plains Rd./ Route 138)
Other Principal Arterial
41.445609
-71.621810
(Route 2/ New Biscuit City Rd)
Local
41.432157
-71.607348
(Biscuit City Rd/ Wordens Pond Rd)
Minor Collector
41.428090
-71.558860
(Wordens Pond Rd/ Ministerial Rd)
Major Collector
41.397030
-71.561445
(Ministerial Rd/ Route 1)
Other Freeway and Expressway
41.431409
-71.484737
(Route 1/ Woodruff Ave)
Minor Arterial
41.452002
-71.496690
(Kingstown Rd./ North Rd)
Local
41.464299
-71.495156
(North Rd/ Saugatucket Rd)
Major Collector/ End
41.480337
-71.525435
(Route 138/ Upper College Rd)
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Table 7: Geographic location of the end of each road type (InterstateRoute)
Interstate Route
Latitude
Longitude
Start
41.489207
-71.521673
Major Collector
41.482274
-71.550062
(Plains Rd./ Route 138)
Other Principal Arterial
41.512822
-71.693075
(Route 138/ I-95 South RI Exit 1
Interstate
41.449229
-71.786529
(I-95 South RI Exit 1)
Interstate
41.512205
-71.690848
(I-95 North RI Exit 3A)
Other Principal Arterial/End
41.480366
-71.525435
(Route 138/ Upper College Rd)
A perfect match of the GPS location and the location of the drives (based on the
raw data) was rarely achieved, due to minor deviations of every drive and inaccurate GPS
tracking. The method used to find the closest point in the raw data and each GPS location
is similar to the Pythagorean Theorem was used to detect the minimum (Min) possible
distance between the four different cutting coordinates and the point of the route. The
row in the raw data sheet with the lowest sum of squares between latitude and longitude
of the desired location and the tracked location represents the closest geographic point on
the drive to the cutting point. This relationship is shown in
𝑀𝑖𝑛 𝑑 (𝜑 − 𝜑 ) + (𝜆 − 𝜆 )

(7)

with:
= Measured distance between the route coordinate and the desired cutting
𝑑rc
point
𝜑r, 𝜑c = Latitude of route location (r) and desired cutting point (c) based on Table
5 and Table 6
𝜆r, 𝜆c = Longitude of route location (r) and desired cutting point (c) based on Table 5 and Table 6
In order to the different elevation levels into account, each specific road type
segment was further divided into subsections, since inclination and declination of a road
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has different effects on the discharge behavior of vehicles (Boriboonsomsin & Barth,
2009). The drive data obtained through the GPS-Tracking system via FleetCarma only
returned the updated altitude every 10 seconds, which made an elevation analysis for every data point inaccurate since other measures are captured per second. For this analysis
elevation segments were differentiated by taking the slope over a stretch of 0.1 mile. A
new road type segment was defined if the altitude within this distance changed by more
than 15 feet, which equals a slope of 2%. The slope is a measure of change in elevation.
During the data collection period, there was unexpected road works along a 1.9
miles stretch on the Non-Interstate-Route were started. Figure 7 shows this part and their
respective location. Different speed limits and multiple changes in traffic guidance on
this segment made the comparison of the drives on this section impossible. A comparison
of the speed profile of two drives on this road section show clear evidence of this difference due to the road works (Figure 6). In the final data sheet, the road construction section was eliminated, according to the beginning and the end of the GPS associated with
the work.
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Figure 6: Speed profile before and after the road works
In the final data sheet, the road work section was cut out, according to the beginning and the end of the road works. The color coded part in Figure 3 was removed from
the final data sheet. Figure 7 shows this part and their respective location.
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End:
Lat.: 41.429276
Long.: -71.568301

Start:
Lat.: 41.432126
Long.: -71.607242

Figure 7: Road work section and their geographical location

3.3. Methods of Data Analysis
The analysis in the research comprised different factors. The goal of this research
is to evaluate differences in energy consumption due to different road types. The fundamental difficulty with this research question is that there are infinite many factors that can
influence the discharge behavior of vehicles. This research also took the influence of factors such as driver, road type, temperature, initial SOC, and slope into account when assessing average energy consumption. The collected predictors can be examined for their
influence on the criterion via regression analysis. Predictors are variables that can be used
to predict another variable.

3.3.1. Preconditions for a Multiple Linear Regression
There are prerequisites in order for a Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) models
to be utilized; a violation of any of these conditions make the model incorrect and inaccu33

rate. For the application of the MLR, the following six prerequisites must be examined
(Allen et al., 2014):
1. Linear relationship between the variables:
Multiple linear regressions investigates the strength of linear relationships with
multiple independent variables. For example, if two variables are in a quadratic
relationship, multiple linear regression will find a relationship, but not the
strength that effectively exists. If the relationship is not linear but, for example,
cubic, linear regression will underestimate the strength of the relationship (Allen
et al., 2014). To verify this, the scatter plots of the factors studied are checked for
non-linearity.
2. No Outliers:
Outliers are a problem for most parametric statistical methods (Allen et al., 2014).
A single outlier can severely augment an otherwise significant trend. A simple
graphical view of the data is traditionally used to make outliers immediately visible.
3. Independence of the residuals:
This statistical test method assumes a random sample, in which not only every element can be chosen with equal probability, but also every combination of elements (Allen et al., 2014). If residuals are not independent then autocorrelation is
present. This means that a variable correlates with itself at a different time. Autocorrelation reduces the validity of the results (Allen et al., 2014).
The independence of the residuals is checked with the Durbin-Watson test statistic. The Durbin-Watson test establishes a null hypothesis stating that there is no
autocorrelation and its counterpart hypothesis, which states that autocorrelation
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exists. The calculated value can take values between 0 and 4, whereby 0 stands
for a perfect positive correlation and 4 is associated with a perfect negative autocorrelation. At a value of 2, there is no autocorrelation between the residuals.
Since statistics will rarely assume exact values, it can be assumed that there is no
autocorrelation even with values close to 2.
4. No multicollinearity:
In multicollinearity, two or more of the predictors strongly correlate. This means
that one variable can be predicted from the other with high accuracy. Multicollinearity makes the calculation of the regression coefficients more difficult and the
interpretation of the model no longer clear.
5. Homoscedasticity (equality of variances) of the residuals
Similar to other statistical models, a valid MLR model requires that the variance
of the residuals is the same for all residuals. If this condition is violated, the model makes more accurate predictions for one section of data than for another.
These assumptions can be easily verified by plotting the unstandardized predicted
values against the studentized residuals in a scatter plot. For equality of variance,
the points in the scatterplot must be evenly distributed over the horizontal axis. In
the absence of equality of variance, the dots will have greater or lesser density in
some places.
6. Normal distribution of residuals
The residuals should not only be distributed independently and homoscedastically, but also normally distributed. Various statistical methods are only usefully applicable if there is approximately a normal distribution of the data. To proof the
normal distribution there are multiple methods. The three most typical procedures
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to assess whether a random sample of independent observations of size n
were derived from a population with a normal distribution are: (a) graphical
methods (e.g., boxplots and histograms), (b) numerical methods (e.g., skewness
and kurtosis indices) and (c) formal normality tests (e.g., Chi-square test for normality, Shapiro-Wilk test, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, or Anderson-Darling test).
In order to determine if the data follow a normal distribution, the p-values can be
compared to the significance level α. The significance level of α = 0.05 is associated with a 5% risk of concluding that the tested data do not follow a normal distribution, if it is actually normally distributed. The tested hypothesis is formulated
as follows:
𝐻 : The data is normally distributed
𝐻 : The data does not follow a normal distribution
Reject H0 if p ≤ α
All data were tested for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk test. In addition to other
known formal tests for normal distribution, such as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
or the Chi-square test, the Shapiro-Wilk test is distinguished by its comparatively
high test strength in numerous test situations, in particular when testing smaller
sample sizes with n <50 (Razali & Yap, 2011). The Shapiro-Wilk test is a statistical significance test that tests the hypothesis that the underlying population of a
sample is normally distributed. The Shapiro Wilk statistic corresponds to the quotient of the "expected" variance of the reference distribution and the estimate of
the actual variance in the sample. The test was developed by Samuel Shapiro and
Martin Wilk and first introduced in 1965 (Shapiro & Wilk, 1965).
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The null hypothesis H0 assumes a normal distribution of the population. The alternative hypothesis H1, on the other hand, assumes that there is no normal distribution. Is
the correlation coefficient W close to 1, the sample is likely to be normal. Additionally,
the p-value of the normality test indicates the probability of finding a test statistic (such
as the W statistic) that is at least as extreme the observed distribution. This test statistic
was calculated empirically by simulating a wealth of normal distributions. Alternatively,
if the p-value of the test is determined, the null hypothesis is not normally discarded if the
p-value is greater than the specified significance level α.
Since the data was collected on two different test routes, on different days, a two
sample t-test can show if the mean energy consumption on overlapping road sections can
be treated equally, or if there were differences between the two test routes. In order to test
the hypothesis, that the difference between the mean energy consumption of the two populations is equal, the null hypothesis assumes an equal mean (H0 : μNonInt = μInt), whereas
the alternative hypothesis represents the suspicion that the mean differs significantly (H1 :
μNonInt ≠ μInt).

3.3.2. Energy Consumption Analysis
With a regression, it can be investigated whether a phenomenon is based on and
quantifies a pattern. This quantification is made by using a regression model. The basics
of different regression analysis techniques will be presented in this Section, whereas the
next Section focuses on creating the model to answer the research question. In the present
research question it is assumed that different road types, the temperature, and the initial
SOC are a predictor of the criterion of energy consumption of EVs.
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3.3.2.1. Variable Selection Method
MLR helps to find the best predictors for this criterion via several methods (i.e.,
Enter, Remove, Forward Selection, Backward Elimination, and Stepwise) for creating the
models that determine how independent variables are included in the regression model.
Enter refers to a procedure for variable selection, in which all variables of a block
enter the model in a single step, whereas in the method Remove all variables of one block
are excluded in one step.
Additionally, three stepwise methods exist, which remove (Backward) or include
(Forward) at each step one independent variable or both (Stepwise), based on the previously defined p-value. The stepwise methods has blocks that are different models whose
compositions of the independent variables build on each other. Often the control variables are used in the first block and then the factors of interest are added in the second
block.
Backward elimination is a method of variable selection, where all variables are
included in the equation and then excluded sequentially. The variable with the least correlation to the dependent variable is considered first for exclusion. If it meets the exclusion
criteria, it will be removed. After the exclusion of the first variable, the next variable with
the smallest partial correlation is considered. The procedure ends when there are no more
variables that meet the exclusion criteria.
Forward Selection is a method for step-by-step variable selection in which the
variables are successively included in the model. The first variable that is considered is
the one with the largest negative or positive correlation with the dependent variable. This
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variable is included in the equation only if it meets the previously defined inclusion criterion. After the first variable entered the model, the independent variable with the largest
partial correlation will be considered for the model. The process ends when no remaining
variable meets the inclusion criteria.
Stepwise Selection is a combination of the previously introduced forward and
backward selection techniques. At each step, the independent variable with the lowest pvalue, which is not yet contained in the equation, are included, provided that this probability is small enough. Variables already included in the regression equation are removed
if their p-value becomes sufficiently large. The process ends when no variables are eligible for inclusion or exclusion. The alpha (α) value at which a variable either added or
eliminated from the model is set to 0.15 in order to keep terms that might be marginally
significant (p-value ≤ α = 0.05) in consideration throughout the selection process. For this
research the Stepwise Selection method will be used, since this method has the lowest
probability of not including variables that really have an impact, after eliminating them in
a previous selection step (Field, 2013).
At this point it has to be noted that the road type ‘Minor Collector’ predominantly
contained sections with a descending slope (see Figure 5), whereas all other road types
include parts with inclination and declination. This road type will be evaluated in more
detail in Chapter 4.5 “Elevation Analysis”. Therefore a regression analysis will be conducted twice, once to analyze the overall energy consumption of the different road types
and once to measure the influence of elevation. In contrast to a simple linear regression,
multiple linear regression models consider the relationship between two or more independent variables (predictors) and one dependent variable (criterion).
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3.3.2.2. Interpretation of the model
A MLR can also be used to determine the correlation coefficient (R²-value) as a
measure of the linear regression, to answer the question how well the independent variables are suited to explain the variance of the dependent/ predicted values. The regression
model returns an equation that mathematically expresses the relationship between the independent and dependent variables relationship.
The multiple correlation coefficient is used to interpret the variables of the model.
It refers to the correlation between the predicted values of the model's interval-scaled and
the actual values of the criterion. The correlation coefficient can take values between -1
and +1, where a value of +1 describes a perfect positive relationship between both variables, while a correlation of -1 describes a perfect negative (inverse) relationship (anticorrelation). A correlation of zero means that there is no correlation. (Cohen, 1988)
Much more common than the multiple correlation coefficient is the adjusted multiple coefficient of determination R²-adj. It is the square of the multiple correlation coefficient and is a modified version to adjust for the number of predictors in the model. At
the same time it provides information about the enlightened variance of the model. Regression attempts to find a straight line that passes as well as possible through a cloud of
points so that the deviations from the points (the residuals) are as small as possible. The
smaller these deviations are, the greater the explanation of variance. The adjusted R2 is
interpreted according to the guidelines of Cohen (1988) (see Table 8).
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Table 8: Interpretation of R2 values for endogenous latent variables (Cohen, 1988)
low / weak explanation of variance

|R²| ≤ 0.02

medium / moderate explanation of variance

|R²| ≤ 0.13

high / strong explanation of variance

|R²| ≥ 0.26

Finally, a comparison of the sample medians of each road type allows to make a
distinction between the road types and the different energy consumption levels. The null
hypothesis of the Mann-Whitney-Wilcox-Test (MWW) states that the median difference
is zero (H0: η1 - η2 = 0), whereas the alternative hypothesis asserts a statistical difference
between the medians of the two samples (H1: η1 – η2 ≠ 0). The MWW test statistic is used
to calculate the p-value, which represents the probability that measures the evidence
against the null hypothesis H0. A p-value larger than the significance value of α = 0.05
supports the null hypothesis H0, that the energy consumption on these road types are statistically not different.

3.3.3. Dependent and Independent Variables
To construct the statistical model, the previously introduced dependent (criterion)
and independent (predictor) variables need to be defined. These variables can further be
divided based on their data type. Categorical variables can only have a limited number of
occurrences (categories). If measurements are based on a continuous property, they will
be referred to as continuous variables.
The “Average Energy Consumption per Mile” is the dependent variable of this research. This measure can also be expressed as the difference in state of charge per distance (ΔSOC/distance) and is measured in Kilowatt-hours per mile [kWh/mile]. Since da41

ta type has infinitely many forms and is therefore a continuous variable. It has to be noted
that the dependent variable defines the type of regression model to be used. Is the dependent variable continuous, a linear regression analysis is able to depict the response
based on one independent variable while a multiple liner regression is using multiple independent variables.
To answer the research question, of the influence of different road types on the
energy consumption of EVs, the categorical variable “Road Type” is introduced into the
model. All seven road type classes (see Table 2) will be evaluated on their distinct influence on the energy consumption. As previously outlined in Chapter 2.1 the factor driver
cannot be neglected, since different driver behavior has a significant influence on the energy consumption rate of vehicles. The factor driver will be used as an independent categorical variable for all drivers (n = 30). Additionally, the effect of the ambient temperature and the SOC before each drive are taken into account as continuous variables in the
model. Table 9 displays all factors and their respective variable type, which are used in
the regression analysis.
Table 9: Factors and their respective types of statistical data
Variables
Factor
Type

Dependent
Energy Consumption
Continuous

Independent
Road Type

Driver

Temperature

Initial SOC

Categorical

Categorical

Continuous

Continuous

A basic MLR model with every Road Type and Driver combination could now be
created. Doing so, this model would include seven regression equations for every of the
30 drivers, ending up with a total of 210 regression equations. However, regression models allow the implementation of categorical variables in the analysis, by using dummy
variables to represent the categorical data. While coding these dummy variables, the val42

ue 0 must be given to one reference category and the value 1 to all other categories xi. For
each variable xi with n categories there are always n – 1 dummy variables. The implementation of these variables into the model will be discussed in the next Section.

3.3.4. Regression Model
All defined variables formulate the MLR-Model. In a MLR model, the response
(yi) may be related to k regressor variables (xi). The regression coefficients βi display the
expected change of the response variable per unit change xi (Montgomery, 2013). The
correlation coefficients βi measure the linear relationship between two variables and can
take values between -1 and 1. A value of zero shows, that two variables have no correlation to each other. If the coefficient is greater than zero, the two variables have a positive
correlation and vice versa. Each categorical variable has one reference value. For each
observed response yi, there will be an observation on each independent variable. x ij is denoted as the ith observation of variable xj. The general equation of the model is:
ŷ = 𝛽 + 𝛽 ∗ 𝑥 + 𝛽 ∗ 𝑥 + ⋯+ 𝛽 ∗ 𝑥 +𝜖

(8)

The error term ϵ is - as in the simple linear regression model - the distance between the estimated value of ŷi and the actual yi. The method of least squares can be used
analogously in the multiple linear regression model to estimate the coefficients. Based on
the regression coefficients the regression equation can be established. The aim is to create
a model for predicting the energy consumption in dependence of the above-mentioned
factors. Subsequently, the influence of the different road types can be interpreted on the
basis of the different regression coefficients. For our model, the regression equation will
feature the variables shown in Table 10.
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Table 10: Potential variables used for predicting the energy consumption of EVs
Var.
y
x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7
x8

x9 to x37

Unit
Value
Energy consumption
Continuous
[kWh/mile]
Temperature [°Fahrenheit]
Continuous
Initial SOC [%]
Continuous
Interstate (Ref) xi = 0 ∀ i (i = 3, …, 8)
Freeway/ Ex1 𝑖𝑓 𝑅𝑇 = "𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑦"
𝑥 =
pressway
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
Other Principal
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑅𝑇 = "𝑂𝑡ℎ. 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑛. 𝐴𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙"
𝑥 =
Arterial
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
Road Type
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑅𝑇 = "𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟 𝐴𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙"
(RT) dummy Minor Arterial 𝑥 =
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
variable
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑅𝑇 = "𝑀𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟"
Major Collector 𝑥 =
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑅𝑇 = "𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟"
Minor Collector 𝑥 =
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑅𝑇 = "𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒"
Local Road
𝑥 =
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
1 𝑖𝑓 𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟 = 𝑖
Driver dummy variable
𝑥 =
∀ 𝑖 (𝑖 = 9, … , 37)
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
Driver 8 (Ref) xi = 0 ∀ i (i = 9, …, 37)

The road type ‘Local Road’ will serve as the reference variable for all road types,
whereas Driver 8 will be the reference variable for the factor ‘Driver’. The coefficients
are interpreted similarly to the simple linear regression model. The coefficients in the
MLR are interpreted as follows. In contrast to a linear regression β0 is no longer the intersection of a regression line with the y-axis. In a MLR β0 can be interpreted as the value of
y, which occurs when all independent variables are equal to 0. The coefficients of the independent variables in the MLR also indicate what effect a change of the corresponding
variable by one unit has on the expected value of y (if all other independent variables are
kept constant). For example, if the value of the coefficient β3 is -0.02, if x3 increases by
one unit, it means that the expected energy consumption value of y decreases by exactly
0.02 kWh/mile.
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To investigate two contradictory statements, based on the regression model, a socalled hypothesis is stated. The null hypothesis H0 is to be tested, the logical denial of H0,
is called alternative or counter-hypothesis H1. H1 can also be considered valid in the case
of an inconclusive H0. Based on the results of a sample, the hypothesis test is then used to
decide, which of the two hypotheses is more likely to be believed, or in other words:
Which of the two hypotheses are accepted (or retained) and which are rejected. The hypothesis test can never offer 100 % certainty that the hypothesis is actually true, as we
conclude from a random sample of the population. The binominal distribution is then
used to calculate the probabilities of such a test. The questions being answered in Chapter
4 and their corresponding hypotheses are:
1. Is the regression model containing at least one predictor useful in predicting the
energy consumption of EVs?
H0 : β1 = β2 = … = β37 = 0
H1 : At least one βj ≠ 0 (for j = 1, 2, 3)
2. Are the road types significantly related to the energy consumption of EVs?
H0 : β3 = β4 = … = β8 = 0
H1 : βi ∀ i = {3, 4, … , 8} ≠ 0
Finally the primary research question can be answered: How is the road type related to the energy consumption of EVs? Analyzing the regression coefficients of the different road types enables a quantification of the energy consumption relations. A similar
model will be constructed to investigate the influence of slope on the energy consumption
of EVs. To do so road sections of the different road types with an increasing, respectively
decreasing slope will be compared.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Previous research has shown different energy consumption characteristics of
BEVs in comparison to ICEVs, yet the energy consumption has never been quantified in
a naturalistic driving setting. From the presented driving data of the individual test drives,
both quantitative and qualitative statements on the energy consumption factors can be
derived. Additionally, this research attempts to explain the energy consumption of BEVs
based on different road types, taking into account the ambient temperature, initial SOC
and different drivers.
4.1. Energy Consumption Analysis
In order to gain a general understanding of the energy consumption in a quantified
way, the energy consumption along two test routes is calculated for 30 different drivers
(n = 30). On the Non-Interstate Route the least amount of energy per mile was 0.19
kWh/mile with a maximum average energy consumption of 0.24 kWh/mile (Figure 8).
The data from the Interstate Route (green line), which contains mostly road types with
higher speed limits (e.g., Interstate and Other Principal Arterial roads), shows a lower
standard deviation of 0.0112 kWh/mile, compared to 0.0126 of the Non-Interstate Route.
The mean energy consumption of each Test Route did not statistically deviate from each
other. Therefore the blue line represents the overall mean energy consumption of 0.218
kWh/mile.
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Figure 8: Mean energy consumption and the average for all test drivers
To illustrate this comparison, Figure 1 shows the mean energy consumption level
in kWh/mile for both test routes, sorted by the energy consumption level of NonInterstate Route. Also depicted is the mean consumption over all drivers of 0.218 kWh
per mile for both routes combined (blue line). It has to be noted that the energy consumption of Driver 1 on the Interstate Route with 0.261 kWh/mile appears to deviate significantly from all other drivers. Later on, this particular data point will be tested if this
measure represents an outlier and possibly removed from the data set. Table 11 displays
the basic descriptive statistics of the overall mean energy consumption for both Test
Routes.
Table 11: Descriptive Statistics for the overall energy consumption
Interstate & Interstate Route
Variable
N Mean St.Dev. Minimum Q25
Median Q75
Non-Interstate
30 0.21803 0.0126 0.190
0.210 0.218
0.227
Route
Interstate-Route 30 0.21798 0.0112 0.200
0.211 0.219
0.222
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of the NonMaximum
0.240
0.261

4.2. Prerequisites for the Regression Analysis
Some prerequisites must be met (see Chapter 3.1.1) for the multiple linear regression to be applicable Not all of the prerequisites for a MLR can be controlled prior to
analysis. In some cases, they can only be checked after the model has been calculated,
e.g., the residuals (deviation of the predicted value from the model).

4.2.1. Linearity
The first precondition, which is performed before the linear regression model is
created, checks whether there is a linear relationship between the continuous parameters
to be estimated and the dependent variable. The check is carried out graphically with the
help of scatter plots. Figure 9 show the scatterplots of the dependent variable ‘Mean Energy Consumption’ and the parameters ‘Initial SOC’ and ‘Temperature’. A linear pattern
can especially be seen for both test routes. The range of the starting SOC and the ambient
temperature for all test drives can also be seen in Figure 9, where drives were conducted
with a starting SOC between 33% and 100% and a temperature range between 37° and
76° Fahrenheit (°F).
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Figure 9: Scatterplot of the factors initial state of charge and temperature for a)
the Non-Interstate Route and b) the Interstate Route

4.2.2. Outliers
In statistics one speaks of an outlier, if a measured value or finding does not fit into an expected series of measurements or generally does not correspond to the expectations. The "expectation" is usually defined as a range of variation around the expected
value (mean), where most of the measured values lie. The latter is generally measured by
the interquartile range (IQR).
In Figure 8 the data point with the highest overall energy consumption of 0.26
kWh/mile (Driver 1) on the Interstate Route appears to be an outlier. It has to be noted
that this measurement was taken in a very cold ambient temperature of 37.4 °F and with a
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very high initial SOC of 94.5%. Figure 10 shows the boxplots for the mean energy consumption on the Interstate Route.

Mean Energy Consumption

0.26
0.25
0.24
0.23
0.22
0.21
0.20

Figure 10: Boxplots of the mean energy consumption on the Interstate Route of
the full data set N=30
The Grubbs's test for outliers, which was named after Frank E. Grubbs and published in 1950, is a statistical test that can be used to detect and eliminate outliers in a
given sample and to improve the remaining sample by iteration (Grubbs, 1950). Prerequisite for the application of the Grubbs test is the hypothesis that the data x 1,…, xn are approximately normally distributed. This can be specifically verified by a normal distribution test for the sample. The test should be performed without the presumed outliers, otherwise they could falsify the test results (Grubbs, 1950). Figure 11 illustrates the outcome
of Grubb’s test for outliers for the full data set (N = 30) and for the reduced data set without Driver 1 (N – 1 = 29).
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Figure 11: Grubb’s test for outliers of a) the full data set (N = 30) and b) the reduced data set (N – 1 = 29) without Driver 1
Figure 12 shows the Shapiro-Wilk normality test for a) the full data set (N = 30)
and b) for the reduced data set, excluding the drive of Driver 1 on the Interstate Route.
The Shapiro-Wilk test calculates the correlation between the data (blue dots) and the
normal scores of the data (represented by the red diagonal line).
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Figure 12: Normality test (Shapiro-Wilk) of the mean energy consumption on the
Interstate Route of a) the full data set N=30 and b) the reduced data set N – 1= 29
(without Driver 1)
The W-value of the reduced data set (Figure 12b) is with 0.986 significantly closer to 1, than the value of the full data set in Figure 12a (W = 0.908). The Shapiro-Wilk
test calculates the p-value for the full data set to be less than 0.01. Therefore the nullhypothesis is rejected and there is evidence that the tested data does not follow a normal
distribution. However, the p-value (p-value > 0.1) for the reduced data set and therefore
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greater than α = 0.05, indicates, that this data is normally distributed. Table 12 displays
the resulting descriptive statistics of the overall mean energy consumption for each Test
Route.
Table 12: Descriptive Statistics for the overall energy consumption of the NonInterstate & Interstate Route after removing the outlier
Variable
N Mean St.Dev. Minimum Q25
Median Q75
Maximum
Non-Interstate
29 0.21788 0.01279 0.190
0.210 0.218
0.227 0.240
Route
Interstate Route 29 0.21648 0.00774 0.200
0.211 0.219
0.221 0.232
It can be seen, that the mean energy consumption of both Routes are now lower,
with a value of 0.21788 kWh/mile on the Non-Interstate Route and 0.21648 kWh/mile on
the Interstate Route respectively. Figure 13 shows the energy consumption of the reduced
data set (N = 29), with a now significantly different mean consumption, when comparing
the two Test Routes. By removing the outlier from both data sets, the energy consumption of both routes decreased, to 0.21788 kWh/mile on the Non-Interstate Route and
0.21648 kWh/mile in the Interstate Route.
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Figure 13: Mean energy consumption and the average for the reduced sample

4.3. Regression Analysis
After completing the pre-analysis of the dataset for the regression analysis, the actual regression model for analyzing the energy consumption is created based on the variables listed in Chapter 3.3.3 and the hypotheses formulated in Chapter 3.3.4 can be tested. As a first step several different regression models are calculated, each with different
compositions of the independent variables. By comparing the results, it can then be decided which model best represents the collected data and which can most accurately predict the dependent variable.
The data for this analysis was collected on two different test routes and at different times, therefore it has to be proven, that the collected data for overlapping parts of the
test routes can be treated equally. Figure 14 shows the individual value plot and the ac-
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cording boxplot of the mean energy consumption for the road section ‘Other Principal
Arterial’, which is part of both test routes. With a mean energy consumption of 0.2169
kWh/mile on the Non-Interstate Route, compared to 0.2224 kWh/mile on the InterstateRoute, and a p-value of 0.383 > α = 0.05, the null hypothesis (H0 : μNonInt = μInt) is not
rejected. Therefore the mean consumption of the road sections are not significantly different.
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Figure 14: a) Individual Value Plot and b) Boxplot of the mean energy consumption
of the overlap of both Test Routes (Principal Arterial)
After assessing the stepwise selection process, the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) gives further insights in the significance of the factors (Table 13). It can be seen that
the factor ‘Initial SOC’ was eliminated from the model and is therefore not considered
significant to describe the energy consumption of EVs, whereas the factors ‘Temperature’, ‘Road Type’, and ‘Driver’ were left in the model. A p-value of 0.00 suggest a high
significance of the factor ‘Road Type’ to explain the response variable ‘Energy Consumption’. Accordingly, the contribution to the regression model is with 59.91% very
high. The factor ‘Driver’ has a contribution of 14.38%, whereas the factor ‘Temperature’
only has a minor contribution of 0.25%.
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Table 13: ANOVA table of the road type analysis
DF Seq SS Contribution Adj SS Adj MS
Source
Regression
34 0.1353
74.06% 0.1353 0.0040
Temperature
1 0.0005
0.26% 0.0043 0.0043
Driver
28 0.0254
13.89% 0.0269 0.0010
Road Type
5 0.1094
59.91% 0.1094 0.0219
Error
168 0.0474
25.94% 0.0474 0.0003
Total
202 0.1826
100.00%

F-value P-value
14.11
15.25
77.61
3.41

0.000 ***
0.000 ***
0.000 ***
0.000 ***

Note: *** p < 0.001. ** p < 0.01. * p < 0.05. • p < 0.1

The corresponding table for all correlation coefficients is shown in Table 15. This
regression model takes the road type ‘Interstate’ and ‘Driver 8’ as a reference. Driver 8
was chosen as the reference since that drive has an average energy consumption for both
test drives. Each correlation coefficient displays the interaction with the respective reference term. Additionally, Table 14 displays the summary of the model fit, for the proposed
regression model.
Table 14: Model Summary Road Type Analysis
S
0.017

R2
73.99%

R2(adj)
68.81%

R2(pred)
61.91%

The value S represents the standard deviation of the distance between the fitted
regression values and the data values itself and is measured in the same unit as the response [kWh/mile]. As explained in Chapter 3.1.2.2 the adjusted multiple coefficient of
determination (R²-adj.) measures the correlation between the predicted value and the actual data. According to Table 14 this model has with a R²-adjusted value of 68.81% a
high explanation rate (R²-adj. > 26%) of the variance.
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Table 15: Regression Coefficients
Term
Coef (βi) T-value
Constant
0.3621
13.71
Temperature
-0.0018
-3.93
Road Type
Freeway/Exp.way -0.0331
-7.18
Principal Arterial -0.0586 -15.07
Minor Arterial
-0.0568 -12.33
Major Collector
-0.0280
-6.08
Local
-0.0037
-0.80
Driver
1
-0.016
-1.50
2
-0.0123
-1.34
3
-0.0177
-1.95
4
0.0181
1.92
5
-0.0066
-0.71
6
0.0294
2.92
7
0.0178
1.86
9
-0.0052
-0.55
10
0.0130
1.34
11
0.0122
1.26

P-value
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.422
0.134
0.182
0.053
0.057
0.476
0.004
0.065
0.582
0.182
0.208

Term
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Coef (βi) T-value P-value
0.0252
2.24
0.026
0.0193
2.10
0.037
0.0035
0.31
0.755
-0.0094
-0.94
0.347
-0.0051
-0.57
0.573
0.0176
1.92
0.056
0.0234
2.45
0.015
0.0184
1.92
0.057
-0.0092
-1.02
0.310
-0.0013
-0.14
0.889
-0.0065
-0.69
0.492
0.0156
1.65
0.102
0.0347
3.01
0.003
0.0399
3.59
0.000
0.0226
1.97
0.050
0.0203
1.84
0.068
0.0048
0.50
0.621
0.0052
0.50
0.618
0.0338
2.77
0.006

The first hypothesis, that the regression model is containing at least one predictor
useful in predicting the energy consumption of EVs, can now be tested:
H0 : β1 = β2 = … = β37 = 0
H1 : At least one βj ≠ 0 (for j = 1, 2, 3)
As seen in Table 15, there are multiple influencing factors with β ≠ 0 and a pvalue of close to zero. Additionally, the independent variables ‘Temperature’, ‘Road
Type’, and ‘Driver’, have a significant influence on the energy consumption of BEVs. At
this point it has to be noted that the influence of the temperature can only be evaluated for
the temperature range where test drives were conducted. After removing Driver 1, the
temperature ranged from a minimum of 43 °F up to 76 °F.
The second hypothesis tests which of the road types are significantly related to the
energy consumption of EVs? The hypothesis was formulated as:
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H0 : β3 = β4 = … = β8 = 0
H1 : βi ∀ i = {3, 4, … , 8} ≠ 0
The coefficients βi associated with the road types, are all unequal to 0. Therefore,
the null hypothesis H0 : β3 = β4 = … = β8 = 0 is rejected. Only the road type ‘Local Road’
(p-value = 0.422) shows no significant influence on the energy consumption. This road
type will be analyzed separately by using the standard deviation of the consumption rate,
in order to understand the consumption of BEVs in more detail.

4.3.1. Validity of the Road Type Analysis
To validate the regression model, the normal probability plot (Figure 15a), the residuals versus fits plot (Figure 15b), the histogram (Figure 15c), and the residuals based
on order/observation (Figure 15d) are shown.
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Figure 15: a) Normal probability plot, b) Residuals versus fits scatterplot, c)
Histogram, and d) Residuals versus observation order of the road type regression analysis
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A normal distribution of the data points can be seen in Figure 15a, since the residuals lie close to the diagonal, which represents a normal distribution. Linearity and homoscedasticity (equal variances of the residuals) can be checked by assessing the residuals versus the fitted value Figure 15b. The plot shows linear correlation and an even
spread of the residuals over the fitted value of the energy consumption (x-axis). Additionally, the residuals deviation from the predicted value (dotted line) does not follow a
pattern. It can therefore be stated, that the residuals follow a linear pattern and that the
model makes the prediction of the energy consumption equally accurate for every consumption level.
Multicollinearity between the independent variables is not expected, due to their
different data origin. The independence of the residuals can be checked by using the Durbin-Watson statistic. A value d between 1 and 3 shows independency, whereas a value
close to 2 is desired. The present model has a Durbin-Watson value d of 2.14, which provides evidence of the independency of the residuals.

4.3.2. Validity of the Elevation Analysis
The validity of the regression model (Table 23) to analyze the effect of an increasing or decreasing slope is evaluated similar to the overall impact of road types in Section
4.3.1. The normal probability plot (Figure 16a & c, and Figure 17a & c) displays the distribution of the residuals along the theoretical normal distribution for downhill and uphill,
which forms an approximate straight line, especially within the 99% confidence interval.
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Figure 16: a) Normal probability plot, b) Residuals versus fits scatterplot, c) Histogram, and d) Residuals versus observation order of the elevation analysis (Downhill)
By assessing the distribution of the residuals over the fitted value in Figure 16b
and Figure 17, respectively, homoscedasticity (equal variance of the residuals) is shown
for both elevation regression models.
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Figure 17: a) Normal probability plot, b) Residuals versus fits scatterplot, c) Histogram, and d) Residuals versus observation order of the elevation analysis (Uphill)

4.4. Road Type Analysis
The regression coefficients (see Table 15) can now be used to predict the energy
consumption of the different investigated road types. Table 16 lists the different regression equations in order to determine the energy consumption depending on the road type
and the ambient temperature. The regression equation uses the coefficients (Table 15) to
predict the energy consumption for all road types, which were previously introduced to
the model as categorical variables.
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Table 16: Using the regression equation to calculate the mean energy consumption
Road Type
Mean Energy Consumption
Interstate

+𝛽

(1)

+𝛽

(2)

+𝛽

(3)

+𝛽

(4)

+𝛽

(5)

= 0.3621 − 0.00183 ∗ 𝑥 − 0.0041 ∗ 𝑥 + 𝛽

(6)

= 0.3621 − 0.00183 ∗ 𝑥

𝑖

Freeway/ Expressway = 0.3621 − 0.00183 ∗ 𝑥 − 0.0330 ∗ 𝑥
Principal Arterial
= 0.3621 − 0.00183 ∗ 𝑥 − 0.0588 ∗ 𝑥
Minor Arterial
= 0.3621 − 0.00183 ∗ 𝑥 − 0.0557 ∗ 𝑥
Major Collector
= 0.3621 − 0.00183 ∗ 𝑥 − 0.0282 ∗ 𝑥
Local Roads

The regression coefficient, multiplied with x1, shows the influence of a temperature change of 1°F. Therefore, if the ambient temperature raises by 1° the mean energy
consumption decreases by 0.00183 kWh/mile or 0.5%, regardless of the road type.
The energy consumption of BEVs for the different road types is evaluated, according to the respective regression coefficients, associated with each road type (see Table 16). Figure 18 depicts the energy consumption based on the regression model introduced in Section 4.3.1. The plot shows the energy consumption prediction for an ambient
temperature (x1) of 70 °F, based on the regression coefficients for the factor driver (grey
dots), to show the relationship between the variable ‘Road Type’ and the response ‘Energy Consumption’. The mean of the mean energy consumptions for each driver x̅ on each
road type is highlighted along the blue line.
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Figure 18: Mean Energy Consumption x̅ by Road Type (Ambient Temperature:
70 °F)
A clear pattern can be seen, regarding the effect of the road type on the energy
consumption. It can be assumed that this correlation is partly caused by the speed related
energy consumption behavior as seen in Figure 1 (Fiori et al., 2019) and Figure 2 (Tesla
Motors, 2008) in Chapter 2, especially due to higher aerodynamic resistance, but also due
to a larger amount of acceleration phases on lower road classes.
It can be seen, that the energy consumption of BEVs is significantly higher on the
Interstates (0.244 kWh/mile) due to higher speed limits of up to 65 mph and therefore
higher overall traveling speeds, compared to Principal Arterial roads (0.186 kWh/mile) or
Minor Arterials (0.187 kWh/mile) with speed limits between 25 and 35 mph. The nega62

tive effect of stop and go phases on the energy efficiency can clearly be seen on local
roads (0.240 kWh/mile), where lower speed limits would imply a lower energy consumption, but due to many braking phases, followed by re-acceleration phases, the energy consumption per mile is almost as high as on the Interstate. These results confirm previous
research results of (Faria et al., 2013) on the energy consumption of BEVs, where the
consumption of a Nissan Leaf, with switched off air conditioning, was measured. The
study revealed a consumption of 0.1685 kWh/mi with an ecofriendly driving style and
0.2110 with a normal driving style. Additionally, this analysis shows no statistical difference between the road types Freeway/ Expressway and Major Collector, and Other Principal Arterial and Minor Arterial. The results of the Mann-Whitney-Wilcox-Test to analyze the statistical difference between the road types can be found in Appendix G.
Table 17 shows the relative energy consumption of the tested BEV from one road
type (column) compared to another road type (row). The color indicates the energy consumption difference between two road types. A cell with filled with orange/red indicates
a higher consumption of the respective road type in a column, whereas a green cell indicates energy saving potential on the respective road type in a column compared to the
road in a row. Yellow indicates a similar energy saving potential (Savings < ± 5%). The
highest energy saving of 23.8% are achieved by favoring a Principal Arterial road, over
the Interstate. It can also be seen, that the energy efficiency on local roads is up to 29.6%
lower, than on Arterial roads. The energy consumption of Principal Arterials and Minor
Arterials did not differentiate statistically as shown in the comparison of the means
(Table 17).
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Table 17: Energy Consumption Comparison Matrix
to
Freeway/ Principal Minor
Major
Local
Interstate
Exp.way Arterial Arterial Collector Road
from
Interstate
15.4%
31.3%
30.0%
12.7%
1.3%
Freeway/Exp.way -13.4%
13.7%
12.7%
-2.3%
-12.2%
Principal Arterial
-23.8%
-12.1%
-0.9%
-14.1%
-22.8%
Minor Arterial

-23.1%

-11.2%

0.9%

-

-13.3%

-22.1%

Major Collector

-11.3%

2.4%

16.5%

15.4%

-

-10.1%

-1.3%

13.9%

29.6%

28.4%

11.3%

-

Local Road

These findings show different consumption characteristics of BEVs compared to
ICEVs (Figure 2b). It is assumed the different consumption level mainly occurs due to
the speed related energy consumption, displayed in Figure 2a and Figure 3 and also due
to different acceleration behavior on different road types, which is highly dependent on
the traffic infrastructure.
In order to illustrate the interaction between energy consumption, road type, and
elevation level, Figure 19 shows an example of the recordings of the 24.5 mile long test
drive (Non-Interstate Route), who had an average consumption level on both test routes,
with energy consumption, road classes, speed limits and altitude profile. Values in the
positive range, above the x-Axis imply energy consumption, whereas negative values below the x-Axis represent recuperation of braking energy. Figure 19 shows the different
occurrences of acceleration phases due to different road types, which are marked in different colors. The gap at mile 9 occurs due to the road construction part, which had to be
cut out (see for construction cut Figure 7).
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Figure 19: Speed limits, Energy consumption, and Altitude profile along the NonInterstate Route
The average consumption on this trip was about 0.218 kWh / mile, with shortterm peaks in consumption rising to up to 5.9 kWh / mile in the acceleration phases. On
the other hand, recuperation recovered up to 4.0 kWh / mile. The influence of the driving
cycle (braking / acceleration) also allows a distinction between the individual types of
road. On the basis of the applicable maximum speed limit, a differentiation between dif-
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ferent sections of track can also be made. Energy usage appear higher at lower speed limits (local roads) and at high travel speeds (Freeway/ Expressway). The influence of the
topography also becomes visible (Figure 19). This factor shows its influence especially in
the middle and back course of the track. Due to the sloping road profile, the energy consumption is very low, or even braking energy is recovered.
Figure 20 shows the respective altitude profile, energy consumption, and speed
limits for the Interstate Route, which includes the road type ‘Interstate’. The energy consumption analysis shows especially high swings into the negative range, which symbolizes recuperation of energy into the battery due to braking. Those high recuperation values
mainly occur, because the average speed on the Interstate is higher and the braking phases are therefore more intense. In addition, to maintain a higher average speed level, the
overall energy consumption is consistently higher on the Interstate road stretch (blue line)
with about 1 kWh/mile, compared to the Principal Arterial with about 0.8 kWh/mile.
Those values represent the energy consumption of the vehicle without taking the regenerated braking power into account.
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Figure 20: Speed limits, Energy consumption, and Altitude profile along the Interstate Route
This analysis, together with the results of the regression model (see Table 15) enables us to answer the second hypothesis, whether the road types are significantly related
to the energy consumption of BEVs. The regression coefficients and the according pvalue (shown in Table 15) of the evaluated road types have shown a significant influence
of for all road types except, for the road type ‘Local Road’.
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The mean energy consumption of the same driver (Driver 8) of each road type in
dependency of the speed is depicted in Figure 21. The consumption values are represented by a curvilinear relationship. This illustration can be compared to the concept introduced in Chapter 2.2 (Figure 3) and shows a similar convex shape of the energy consumption. It has to be noted that the results shown in Figure 3 from Tesla Motors (2008)
are simulated and do not depict the consumption characteristics of a BEV on different
road types and of different drivers. Therefore, it does not show the real, naturalistic individual driving behavior on different roads with various traffic conditions and traffic infra-
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Figure 21: Energy Consumption and Speed on each Road Type
In Figure 21 it can be seen, that the speed at which the minimum amount of energy is consumed varies due to the road type. The combination of all road types shows, that
the lowest energy consumption values can be achieved with speeds between 30 to 40
mph. In order to gain further insight into driving behavior and the interaction with energy
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consumption on different road types, Figure 22 displays the mean energy consumption x̅
of the sample population compared to the standard deviation s of the energy consumption
for each driver.
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Figure 22: Mean Energy Consumption x̅ compared to the Standard Deviation s
of each road type
A higher standard deviation reflects a more disperse energy consumption rate on
the respective road type, which mainly occurs due to a higher variation in acceleration
phases. A significant difference between road types with a similar mean energy consumption can be seen. Concerning the mean consumption rates of the road types ‘Interstate’
and ‘Local Roads’, there is no significant difference, whereas the respective standard deviation show a higher variation of energy consumption rates on local roads. Table 18
shows the results of the comparisons of the mean energy consumption (see circled, large
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dots in Figure 22) of each road type. The paired sample t-test allows statements about
whether two means from the same sample are significantly different from each other. If
the p-value of the test is smaller than α = 0.05, the mean differs significantly from each
other (μdifference ≠ 0). The results in provide evidence that the mean of the mean energy
consumption of the road types Interstate and Local Road, Freeway/ Expressway and Major Collecor, and Other Principal Arterial and Minor Arterial do not differ significantly
from each other.
Table 18: Multiple Comparisons of Mean (t-value and p-value)
Freeway/
Other Prin.
Minor
Major
Expressway
Arterial
Arterial
Collector
t-value p-value t-value p-value t-value p-value t-value p-value t-value p-value
Interstate
Freeway/
5.38 0.00
Exp.way
Road
Type

Other Prin.
Arterial
Minor
Arterial
Major
Collector
Local
Road

Interstate

9.59

0.00

5.84

0.00

-

-

8.29

0.00

5.25

0.00

0.83

0.42

-

4.91

0.00

-1.65

0.11

-9.88

0.00

-6.21

0.00

-

-0.23

0.82

-6.39

0.00 -12.09

0.00 -10.10

0.00

-7.36

0.00

The results suggest that higher energy consumption rates on lower road classes
(i.e., Local roads and Collector roads) mainly occur due to a higher variance in speed and
acceleration phases and the consumption of higher road classes (i.e., Interstate and Freeway/ Expressway) is mainly influenced by the higher travel speeds and a lower variation
in acceleration phases. Figure 23 shows this relation by comparing the energy consumption rates of the Non-Interstate Route, which only included roads of the road types Freeway/ Expressway, Principal Arterials, Minor Arterials, Major Collector, and Local
Roads, with the consumption rates of the road type ‘Interstate’.
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Figure 23: Mean Energy Consumption compared to the Standard Deviation of
the Interstate and the Non-Interstate Route (rural driving setting)
The plotted consumption measures in Figure 23 display a clear difference between the rural driving setting of the Non-Interstate Route and the highest road type ‘Interstate’. The road type ‘Interstate’ is characterized by a significantly lower standard deviation of s = 0.359 kWh/mile, with a mean consumption of x̅ = 0.262 kWh/mile, compared to Non-Interstate Route with an average of the standard deviations of s = 0.705,
while consuming less energy in average (x̅ = 0.223 kWh/mile).

4.5. Elevation Analysis
In order to differentiate the slope of the road, each road section of both test routes
was divided into parts with an increasing or decreasing slope change. The influence of
the road grade on the energy consumption is depends on the vehicle mass and the pitch
angle and increases with an increasing slope. For this analysis elevation segments were
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differentiated, if the altitude over a stretch of 0.1 mile changed by more than 2% (15 feet
in elevation). The influence of the elevation was investigated by establishing a regression
model for an uphill and downhill slope of the road. Further analysis, using the elevation
angle could not be done, due to inconsistent data, which was only supplied every 10 seconds. Additionally, this analysis gives further insights into the energy consumption of the
road type ‘Minor Collector’, which only included road sections with a decreasing slope.
The analysis was carried out by using a MLR (see Section 4.3), to include multiple factors such as the ambient temperature, initial SOC, and different drivers. Table 19
shows the results of the regression analysis for a decreasing slope (downhill), with a
stepwise selection procedure used to select the significant factors.
Table 19: ANOVA table of the elevation analysis (Downhill)
Source
DF Seq SS Contribution Adj SS Adj MS
Regression
33 1.345
86.46%
1.345
0.041
Driver
28 0.074
4.74%
0.074
0.003
Road Type 5
1.271
81.73%
1.271
0.254
Error
198 0.210
13.54%
0.210
0.001
Total
231 1.555
100.00%

F-value
38.33
2.47
239.09

P-value
0.000 ***
0.000 ***
0.000 ***

Note: *** p < 0.001. ** p < 0.01. * p < 0.05. • p < 0.1

Table 20: Model Summary Elevation Analysis (Downhill)
S
R2
R2 (adj)
R2 (pred)
0.0326
86.46%
84.21%
81.27%
Using the stepwise selection, the factors ‘Driver’ and ‘Road Type’ proved to have
a significant influence (p < 0.001) on the energy consumption characteristics of different
road types with a decreasing slope. With 81.73% the factor ‘Road Type’ has the major
contribution to the regression equation and therefore on the energy consumption on
downhill road sections, whereas the factor ‘Temperature’ showed no significant influence
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on the energy consumption on roads with a decreasing slope. Table 20 summarizes the fit
of the model to the recorded data.
The R2(adj) value (see Table 20) means that the chosen factors can predict the
variance of the residuals with an accuracy of 84.21%, which can be interpreted as a high
model fit. The standard deviation S of the distance between the fitted regression values
and the data values is 0.0326 kWh/mile. As explained in Chapter 3.1.2.2 the adjusted
multiple coefficient of determination (R²-adj.) measures the correlation between the predicted value and the actual data. The ANOVA of the uphill elevation analysis can be seen
in Table 21.
Table 21: ANOVA table of the elevation analysis (Uphill)
Source
DF Seq SS Contribution Adj SS Adj MS
Source
DF Seq SS Contribution Adj SS Adj MS
Regression
33 0.139 67.87%
0.139 0.004
Initial SOC 1
0.003 1.36%
0.001 0.001
Driver
28 0.023 11.39%
0.023 0.001
Road Type 4
0.113 55.12%
0.113 0.028
Error
140 0.066 32.13%
0.066 0.000

F-value
F-Value
8.96
3.04
1.72
60.03

P-value
P-Value
0.000 ***
0.084 •
0.022 *
0.000 ***

Note: *** p < 0.001. ** p < 0.01. * p < 0.05. • p < 0.1

In comparison to the ‘downhill’-model the regression model for uphill sections
includes the factor ‘Initial SOC’, which is marginally significant (p-value = 0.084), only
contributing 1.49% to the prediction. However, removing this factor from the model,
would lead to a lower prediction of the variance (R 2-value). Like before, the factors
‘Driver’ (p-value = 0.022) and ’Road Type’ (p-value = 0.000). The R 2-adjusted of
60.29% (Table 22) represents a high explanation rate of the model for the variance of the
data.
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Table 22: Model Summary Elevation Analysis (Uphill)
S
0.021648

R2
67.87%

R2(adj)
60.29%

R2(pred)
50.04%

The equations displayed in Table 23 show the regression equations, which can be
used to predict the energy consumption on the different road types regarding the slope of
the road. The coefficient of x2 represents the influence of the change of the initial SOC,
with a value of x2 between 0% and 100%. The constant at the end of each equation represents the average of all driver coefficients, in order to calculate the mean energy consumption of all drivers (x̅ ). The full table of coefficients used to calculate the following
equations are shown in Appendix I and J.
Table 23: Using the regression equation to calculate the mean energy consumption in dependence of the elevation

Uphill

Downhill

Slope Road Type

Mean Energy Consumption

Interstate
Freeway/ Expressway
Principal Arterial

= 0.2506

− 0.0145 (7)

= 0.2506

− 0.01617 ∗ 𝑥 − 0.0145 (8)

= 0.2506

Major Collector

= 0.2506

− 0.09321 ∗ 𝑥 − 0.0145 (9)
− 0.16949 ∗ 𝑥 − 0.0145 (10)

Minor Collector

= 0.2506

Local Roads

= 0.2506

Interstate
Freeway/ Expressway
Principal Arterial

= 0.2856 − 0.000244 ∗ 𝑥

− 0.13593 ∗ 𝑥 − 0.0145 (11)
− 0.24036 ∗ 𝑥 − 0.0145 (12)
+ 0.0021 (13)

= 0.2856 − 0.000244 ∗ 𝑥 − 0.00802 ∗ 𝑥 + 0.0021 (14)

Major Collector

= 0.2856 − 0.000244 ∗ 𝑥 − 0.03813 ∗ 𝑥 + 0.0021 (15)
= 0.2856 − 0.000244 ∗ 𝑥 + 0.00387 ∗ 𝑥 + 0.0021 (16)

Local Roads

= 0.2856 − 0.000244 ∗ 𝑥 + 0.03529 ∗ 𝑥 + 0.0021 (17)

Figure 24 shows the predicted energy consumption rates depending on the road
slope for an exemplarily initial SOC of 100% (fully charged battery). The Minor Arterial
road section does not have a significant elevation change; therefore, the overall consump74

tion value is displayed separately, in order to make comparisons between the different
road types and their respective elevation level.

Mean Energy Consumption
[kWh/mile]

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.299
0.263
0.236

0.255

0.267
0.225

0.221

0.180
0.100

0.143

0.1

0.066

0.004

0.0

Downhill

Uphill

Minor Arterial

Figure 24: Energy consumption analysis based on the general slope (Downhill/
Uphill)
A clear correlation between the energy consumption and the elevation of the road
(Downhill or Uphill) is seen in Figure 24, with higher consumption values in road sections with an increasing elevation, and lower consumption rates especially on lower road
classes (i.e., Major Collector, Minor Collector, and Local Roads). The energy recovery
rate of a BEV is highly dependent on the selected recuperation mode (Bartels et al., 2019;
Spichartz et al., 2014). For the test drives in this research project the recuperation mode
‘normal’ was selected, which only enables the recovery of energy while pressing the
brakes, whereas other modes would also recover energy while coasting. On downhill road
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stretches the gravitational force accelerates the vehicle and therefore the brakes are used
more frequently. This could also explain the very low consumption rate of almost 0
kWh/mile, due to more braking phases and less aerodynamic drag then on higher road
classes.
A paired t-test provides evidence that the mean of the respective road types differs
significantly from each other. A paired t-test is applied when two measurements (Uphill
and Downhill road) are compared, while the same independent variable (mean energy
consumption) is investigated with the same sample (Driver). The results of the paired
sample t-test are shown in Table 24. If the p-value is smaller than α = 0.05, the mean differs significantly from each other (μdifference ≠ 0).
Table 24: Paired Difference of the Downhill and Uphill sections
Road Type
Interstate
Freeway/ Expressway
Principal Arterial
Major Collector
Local Road

Paired t-Test
t-value
p-value
-7.15
0.000 ***
-9.09
0.000 ***
-21.56
0.000 ***
-52.68
0.000 ***
-79.76
0.000 ***

Paired Difference
Mean
-0.027
-0.035
-0.082
-0.201
-0.295

Note: *** p < 0.001. ** p < 0.01. * p < 0.05. • p < 0.1

As seen in Table 24, the difference of the mean energy consumption is consistently increasing, the lower the road class gets. The p-value of the paired t-test suggests, that
the mean energy consumption on uphill and downhill segments of each road type differs
significantly from each other.
The difference in the groups can be explained by looking at the energy The major
sources of vehicle resistance are caused by Aerodynamic drag, Rolling resistance, and the
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road grade, due to gravity (Faria et al., 2019). The effects of these factors can clearly be
seen in Figure 24, where the aerodynamic drag causes a high energy consumption on the
Interstate on both, uphill and downhill road sections. This relationship is also proven by
the findings of (Fiori et al., 2019) (see Figure 1), that lower speed has a positive effect on
the energy consumption of BEVs, whereas more acceleration phases have a negative effect (Faria et al., 2019; Yao et al., 2013).

4.6. A Posteriori
Based on the reduced data set (n = 29) the outcomes in Figure 18 presented an
opportunity to explore specific drivers that were the most and least energy consumptive.
Therefore, an a posteriori analysis occurred that addressed this particular model with only
one driver per regression to explore how the factor coefficients and thus model dynamics
changed based on these maximum and minimum driver effects. The following two results
present the results of the regression analysis with the most (Driver 25) and least energy
consumptive drivers (Driver 3) as the input in a mutually exclusive manner. Since those
drives were only conducted on two different days, with only two different values for the
initial SOC and ambient temperature, the only factor evaluated is the road type. In both
models the factor Road Type did not show any significance in explaining the energy consumption with a p-value of 0.305 for the most aggressive driver (see Table 25) and 0.578
for the least aggressive driver (see Table 27).
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Table 25: ANOVA for the Driver with the Highest Energy Consumption (Driver 25)
Source
DF Seq SS Contribution Adj SS Adj MS F-Value P-Value
Regression 5 0.0095 96.67%
0.0095 0.0019
5.81
0.305
Road Type 5 0.0095 96.67%
0.0095 0.0019
5.81
0.305
Error
1 0.0003 3.33%
0.0003 0.0003
Total
6 0.0098 100.00%
Note: *** p < 0.001. ** p < 0.01. * p < 0.05. • p < 0.1

It can be assumed, that the high p-value mainly occurs due to the fact, that the energy consumption of each road type is always similar to the consumption of another road
type. For example, the consumption rate on the road type Other Principal Arterial is statistically not different from the energy consumption value of the Minor Arterial. The
mean energy consumption of the most aggressive driver on each road type is depicted in
Table 26. Just like in the overall regression model with all drivers (Table 13) the highest
energy consumption occurred on Local Roads and on Interstates, whereas Other Principal
Arterials and Minor Arterials represent the road types with the lowest consumption values.
Table 26: Driver with the Most Energy Consumption
Road Type
Mean (kWh/mile)
Interstate
0.2822
Freeway/Expressway
0.2376
Other Principal Arterial
0.2122
Minor Arterial
0.2119
Major Collector
0.2579
Local Road
0.3131
Table 27 shows the results of the One-Way ANOVA (factor ‘Road Type’) for the
driver with the lowest overall energy consumption. Just like in the previous model the
high p-value suggests that the factor road type is not appropriate to explain the energy
consumption of BEVs. The result has to be seen carefully since the findings in Section
4.4 and 4.5 have shown a very high influence of this specific factor.
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Table 27: ANOVA for the Driver with the Lowest Energy Consumption (Driver 3)
Source
DF Seq SS Contribution Adj SS Adj MS F-Value P-Value
Regression
5
0.0023 86.75%
0.0023 0.0005 1.31
0.578
Road Type 5
0.0023 86.75%
0.0023 0.0005 1.31
0.578
Error
1
0.0003 13.25%
0.0003 0.0003
Total
6
0.0026 100.00%
Note: *** p < 0.001. ** p < 0.01. * p < 0.05. • p < 0.1

Similar to the previous results for the driver with the highest consumption (Table
26), the highest energy consumption occurred on the road type Local Road with 0.247
kWh/mile when assessing the energy consumption of the driver with the lowest energy
consumption based on the overall regression model. This two drives were conducted in
an ambient temperature of 46°F, respectively 59°F and an initial SOC of 68% and 79%.
Table 28 displays the mean energy consumption of the least aggressive driver.
Table 28: Energy Consumption Least Aggressive Driver
Road Type
Mean (kWh/mile)
Interstate
0.2333
Freeway/Expressway
0.2168
Other Principal Arterial
0.2017
Minor Arterial
0.1974
Major Collector
0.2333
Local Road
0.2470
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5. CONCLUSION
Vehicle fuel/energy consumption and the emissions associated with it are two
critical aspects considered in the transportation planning process of road infrastructure.
The aim of the work was to explain and quantify the energy consumption characteristics
of BEVs on different road types. Certain influencing factors such as individual driving
behavior and temperature can already be identified on the basis of individual test drives.
A total of 30 test drives have been conducted in this research, showing clear patterns of
energy consumption differences. The results of multiple regression models show that
road types have a highly significant influence on the energy consumption, with energy
saving potentials from up to 23.8% (0.058 kWh/mile) when choosing Principal Arterial
roads instead of Interstates. This energy saving potential reflects a range extension of a
fully charged battery (35.8 kWh) from up to 50 miles. Considering the road choice can
therefore be used to improve eco-driving strategies and is a major factor in the energyoptimal route planning process.
The interaction between the average energy consumption and the deviation of
consumption values in each drive, which occur due to acceleration and deceleration phases, gives further insights into the interplay of road types, traffic, and traffic infrastructure.
It was shown that the mean energy consumption on the Interstate and Local Roads does
not deviate significantly from each other, although the standard deviation of energy consumption per mile is twice as high on Local Roads, than on Interstates. This comparisons
shows the different sources of energy consumption, i.e., acceleration, braking energy recuperation, traffic, traffic infrastructure and travel speed, which highly depends on the
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road type. Those results are supported by an a posteriori analysis, where the consumption
of the drivers with the highest and lowest energy consumption was evaluated. Additionally, the ambient temperature, in the tested range of the present data set, plays a significant
influence, where a drop of 1°F leads to an increased energy consumption of 0.5%. The
initial SOC however, did not show to have a significant influence on the energy consumption of BEVs.
The analysis of the impact of the slope also gives further insight into the energy
consumption characteristics of BEVs. A clear pattern between elevation level and speed
was shown, where the slope had an increasing influence on the energy consumption at
lower speeds. It was shown, that the energy consumption on uphill stretches of Local
Roads was the highest among all road types, while at a decreasing slope the efficiency on
the same road type was the highest. Finally and can be concluded that the lowest energy
consumption occurs on Arterial Roads (Principal Arterials and Minor Arterials), high
temperature and on decreasing slopes. To maximize the range of a BEV, the driver
should therefore plan the trip according to those findings.

5.1. Limitations
One challenge was the automated and error free assignment of the road types and
the respective elevation profile, due to inaccurate and inconsistent GPS data of the respective measurement. More accurate and consistent data could help to especially investigate the road grade related energy consumption in a more detailed way. The elevation
analysis in this paper was only conducted based on the general slope over a road section,
failing to assess the consumption in dependency of every elevation angle change.
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Additionally, the tested routes failed to simulate the effect of congestions and
their influence on the energy consumption ratio. Extended data collection in a more urban
driving setting could help to also understand the relation between road types and traffic
volume. While todays EVs are mostly located in a higher price range, this type of vehicle
is mainly owned by people with an own income. This research assessed the driving behavior of a sample, which mainly consisted of students in the age range of 19 to 30 years
of age. By also increasing the sample size with a wider age range, and taking into account
the social status, the study could help to understand driving characteristics of other generations and driver classes. Additionally, a larger sample size would make gender-specific
distinctions with regard to a different energy consumption level possible.

5.2. Future Work
With research in electro mobility accelerating in many places, it is expected that
improvements will be made rapidly, which will increase the range of future electric vehicles continuously. Present literature fails to make a quantified distinction between the efficiency of ICEVs and BEVs, where fuel and energy consumption characteristics are
mainly based on simulated results, which fails to include the important factor ‘Individual
Driving Behavior‘. Conducting test drives in both, ICEVs and BEVs could help to improve this gap in the literature.
Nevertheless, future applications can use the models presented in this paper to
forecast the energy consumption on a certain route with a higher accuracy. Those functionalities can be implemented into navigation systems in order to plan a more ecofriendly route, while maximizing the vehicles range. Especially an insufficient charging infra-
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structure calls for a more energy efficient route planning. Future research can help to understand certain characteristics of BEVs, which can be used to educate the driver a more
energy efficient driving behavior, with consequent impacts for the future mobility.
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Appendix E: Cutting the vehicle data
Option Explicit
Sub CuttingIntTraf()
Dim sFolder As String
Dim sFile As String
Dim wbSource As Workbook
Dim StartTime As Double
Dim MinutesElapsed As String
Dim Analyze As String
Dim lRow As Integer
Dim i As Integer
Dim j As Integer
Dim k As Integer
Dim l As Integer
Dim m As Integer

Dim n As Integer
Dim o As Integer
Dim p As Integer
Dim q As Integer
Dim r As Integer
Dim lRowCut As Integer
Dim MinColQ As Integer
Dim MinColR As Integer
Dim MinColS As Integer
Dim MinColT As Integer
Dim StartCut1 As Integer
Dim EndCut1 As Integer
Dim StartCutCon As Integer
Dim EndCutCon As Integer
Dim StartCut2 As Integer
Dim EndCut2 As Integer

'====================================================
'EDIT THIS
sFolder = "C:\Users\taris\Desktop\testData\" 'remember trailing backslash
'====================================================
'Calls Inout Box: Either enter T or I
Analyze = Application.InputBox(prompt:="Enter the Analyze Type T for 'Traffic' or I for 'Interstate'", Type:=2)
'On Error GoTo errHandler 'reset application setting on error
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
'Remember time when macro starts
StartTime = Timer
'loop through all excel.xlsm files in folder
sFile = Dir(sFolder & "*.xlsm")
Do Until sFile = ""
'open the source workbook
Set wbSource = Workbooks.Open(sFolder & sFile)
'activate the first worksheet
wbSource.Activate
'Autofit Worksheet(1)
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Columns("A:L").AutoFit
'========================WORKSHEET ========================================
'Copy Worksheet(1)
wbSource.Worksheets(1).Copy After:=wbSource.Sheets(wbSource.Sheets.Count)
'Rename Worksheet(2)
ActiveSheet.Name = "CuttingEdges"
'Headers Columns
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("K6") = "VehicleSpeed(m/s)"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("L6") = "Acceleration"
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'

wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("M6") = "Jerk"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("N6") = "deltaDist_m/s(mi)"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("O6") = "deltaSOC(kWh/sec)"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("P6") = "deltaSOC/mi"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("Q6") = "START CUT"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("R6") = "END CUT"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("S6") = "CON. START"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("T6") = "CON. END"
'find the last row and the amount of rows
lRow = wbSource.ActiveSheet.Cells(Rows.Count, 1).End(xlUp).Row
MsgBox (lRow)
'Calculation of columns
For i = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("K" & i).Formula = "=J" & i & "/3.6"
Next i
For j = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("L" & j).Formula = "=IFERROR(K" & j & "-K" & j - 1 & ","""")"
Next j
For k = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("M" & k).Formula = "=IFERROR(L" & k & "-L" & k - 1 & ","""")"
Next k
For l = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("N" & l).Formula = "=IF(K" & l & "=0,0,K" & l & "/1609.344)"
Next l
For m = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("O" & m).Formula = "=(((C" & m & "*E" & m & ")/1000)/3600)"
Next m

For n = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("P" & n).Formula = "=IF(OR(N" & n & "="""",N" & n & "=0),"""",O" & n &
"/N" & n & ")"
Next n
For o = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("Q" & o).Formula = "=SUM(SQRT((G" & o & "-41.489207)^2),SQRT((H" &
o & "+71.521673)^2))"
Next o
For p = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("R" & p).Formula = "=SUM(SQRT((G" & p & "-41.480337)^2),SQRT((H" &
p & "+71.525495)^2))"
Next p
'Instructions inside First IF Block
If Analyze = "T" Then
For q = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("S" & q).Formula = "=SUM(SQRT((G" & q & "-41.432126)^2),SQRT((H"
& q & "+71.607242)^2))"
Next q
For r = 7 To lRow
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wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("T" & r).Formula = "=SUM(SQRT((G" & r & "-41.429276)^2),SQRT((H"
& r & "+71.568301)^2))"
Next r
'Instructions inside ELSEIF Block: Analyze is not TRAFFIC, therefore Interstate
ElseIf Analyze = "I" Then
For q = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("S" & q).Formula = "=SUM(SQRT((G" & q & "-41.448963)^2),SQRT((H"
& q & "+71.788028)^2))"
Next q
For r = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("T" & r).Formula = "=SUM(SQRT((G" & r & "-41.446249)^2),SQRT((H"
& r & "+71.785980)^2))"
Next r
Else
'What to do if neither T or I is entered
MsgBox ("Please enter the correct Road Type Analysis: [I] for Interstate or [T] for Traffic")
wbSource.Close SaveChanges:=False
End If
'Fit the width of all Columns
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Columns("A:AN").AutoFit
'====================WORKSHEET 3========================
'Copy Worksheet(2)
wbSource.Worksheets(2).Copy After:=wbSource.Sheets(wbSource.Sheets.Count)
'Rename Worksheet(3)
ActiveSheet.Name = "CuttedEdges"

'find the last row and the amount of rows before the cut
MinColQ = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("Q7:Q9999")),
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("Q7:Q9999"), 0) + 6
'

MsgBox (MinColQ & Space(2) & MinColR & Space(2) & MinColS & Space(2) & MinColT)
'Cut of Start
StartCut1 = 7
EndCut1 = MinColQ - 1
Rows("" & StartCut1 & ":" & EndCut1 & "").EntireRow.Delete

MinColS = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("S7:S9999")),
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("S7:S9999"), 0) + 6
MinColT = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("T7:T9999")),
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("T7:T9999"), 0) + 6
MsgBox ("S= " & MinColS & " , T= " & MinColT)
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'Cut of Construction site
StartCutCon = MinColS
EndCutCon = MinColT + 9
Rows("" & StartCutCon & ":" & EndCutCon & "").EntireRow.Delete
'What is now the last row in the Sheet?
lRowCut = wbSource.ActiveSheet.Cells(Rows.Count, 1).End(xlUp).Row
MinColR = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("R7:R9999")),
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("R7:R9999"), 0) + 6
StartCut2 = MinColR + 9
EndCut2 = lRowCut
Rows("" & StartCut2 & ":" & EndCut2 & "").EntireRow.Delete
MsgBox (MinColQ & Space(1) & MinColR & Space(1) & MinColS & Space(1) & MinColT)
'Format All Cells as Values
With ActiveSheet.UsedRange
.Value = .Value
End With
'==========================WORKSHEET 4=======================
Worksheets.Add(After:=Worksheets(3)).Name = "Output"
Worksheets("CuttedEdges").Range("A:P").Copy _
Destination:=Worksheets("Output").Range("M:AB")
Worksheets("Output").Activate
'Name final cells
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("B1") = "Total consumption"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("C1") = "Distance"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("D1") = "Mean Consumption"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("E1") = "Total Time (ms)"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("F1") = "StdDev SOC/mile"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("G1") = "Average Speed"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("H1") = "StdDev Speed"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("I1") = "Average Acceleration"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("J1") = "StdDev Acceleration"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("K1") = "Average Jerk"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("L1") = "StdDev Jerk"
'Get last row
lRow = wbSource.ActiveSheet.Cells(Rows.Count, "M").End(xlUp).Row
'Calculation of final values
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("B2").Formula = "=SUM(AA7:AA" & lRow & ")*(-1)"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("C2").Formula = "=SUM(Z7:Z" & lRow & ")"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("D2").Formula = "=(B2/C2)"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("E2").Formula = "=COUNT(M7:M" & lRow & ")"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("F2").Formula = "=STDEV.P(AB7:AB" & lRow & ")"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("G2").Formula = "=AVERAGE(V7:V" & lRow & ")*0.621371"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("H2").Formula = "=STDEV.P(V7:V" & lRow & ")*0.62137"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("I2").Formula = "=AVERAGE(X7:X" & lRow & ")"
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wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("J2").Formula = "=STDEV.P(X7:X" & lRow & ")"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("K2").Formula = "=AVERAGE(Y7:Y" & lRow & ")"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("L2").Formula = "=STDEV.P(Y7:Y" & lRow & ")"
'Headers of Road Type Calculations
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("A2") = "Overall"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("A3") = "Interstate_I"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("A4") = "Interstate_D"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("A5") = "FreExp_I"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("A6") = "FreExp_D"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("A7") = "OthPrinArt_I"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("A8") = "OthPrinArt_D"

wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("A9") = "MinArt_-"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("A10") = "MajCol_I"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("A11") = "MajCol_D"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("A12") = "MinCol_I"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("A13") = "MinCol_D"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("A14") = "Local_I"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("A15") = "Local_D"

'Fill Color
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("A2:L15").Interior.Color = RGB(242, 242, 242) 'Color of Output
'Text Color
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("A1:L1").Font.Color = RGB(250, 125, 0)
'First Row normal Output
'Text Bold
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("A1:L1").Font.Bold = True
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("A2:A15").Font.Bold = True
'AutoFit
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Columns("A:AB").AutoFit
'Border of cells
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("A1:L15").Borders.LineStyle = xlContinuous
'=====CHANGE THIS IF THE FILE IS SUPPOSED TO BE
SAVED======================================
'wbSource.Close SaveChanges:=True
'===============================================================
Application.CutCopyMode = False
'get the next file
sFile = Dir()
Loop
'Determine how many seconds code took to run
MinutesElapsed = Format((Timer - StartTime) / 86400, "hh:mm:ss")
'Notify user of time
MsgBox "The entire folder was successfully processed in incerdible:" & MinutesElapsed & " hh:mm:ss", vbInformation
'tidy up
Set wbSource = Nothing
'errHandler:
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End Sub
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Appendix F:
Option Explicit
Sub AddingRoadTypes()
Dim sFolder As String
Dim sFile As String
Dim wbSource As Workbook
Dim StartTime As Double
Dim MinutesElapsed As String
Dim Analyze As String
Dim lRow As Integer
Dim i As Integer
Dim j As Integer
Dim k As Integer
Dim l As Integer
Dim m As Integer
Dim n As Integer
Dim o As Integer
Dim p As Integer
Dim q As Integer
Dim r As Integer
Dim s As Integer
Dim t As Integer
Dim u As Integer
Dim v As Integer
Dim w As Integer
Dim x As Integer

Dim lRowCut As Integer
Dim MinColS As Integer
Dim MinColU As Integer
Dim MinColV As Integer
Dim MinColW As Integer
Dim MinColX As Integer
Dim MinColY As Integer
Dim MinColZ As Integer
Dim MinColAA As Integer
Dim MinColAB As Integer
Dim MinColAC As Integer
Dim MinColAD As Integer
Dim MinColAE As Integer
Dim MinColAF As Integer
Dim MinColAG As Integer
Dim MinColAH As Integer
Dim MinColAI As Integer
Dim MinColAJ As Integer
Dim MinColAK As Integer
Dim MinColAL As Integer
Dim MinColAM As Integer
Dim MinColAN As Integer
Dim MinColControlInt As Integer
Dim Control2Cut As Integer

Dim TopColU As Integer, TopColV As Integer, TopColW As Integer, TopColX As Integer, TopColY As Integer,
TopColZ As Integer
Dim TopColAA As Integer, TopColAB As Integer, TopColAC As Integer, TopColAD As Integer, TopColAE As
Integer, TopColAF As Integer
Dim TopColAG As Integer, TopColAH As Integer, TopColAI As Integer, TopColAJ As Integer, TopColAK As
Integer, TopColAL As Integer
Dim TopColAM As Integer, TopColAN As Integer
Dim rngInt_I1 As Range, rngInt_I2 As Range, rngInt_I3 As Range, rngInt_I4 As Range
Dim rngInt_D1 As Range, rngInt_D2 As Range, rngInt_D3 As Range
Dim rngFreExp_I1 As Range
Dim rngFreExp_D1 As Range, rngFreExp_D2 As Range
Dim rngOPA_I1 As Range, rngOPA_I2 As Range, rngOPA_I3 As Range, rngOPA_I4 As Range, rngOPA_I5 As
Range, rngOPA_I6 As Range, rngOPA_I7 As Range
Dim rngOPA_D1 As Range, rngOPA_D2 As Range, rngOPA_D3 As Range, rngOPA_D4 As Range, rngOPA_D5
As Range, rngOPA_D6 As Range
Dim rngMinArt As Range
Dim rngMajCol_I1 As Range, rngMajCol_I2 As Range
Dim rngMajCol_D1 As Range
Dim rngMinCol_D1 As Range, rngMinCol_D2 As Range
Dim rngLocal_I1 As Range, rngLocal_I2 As Range
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Dim rngLocal_D1 As Range
Dim rngInt_I As Range
Dim rngInt_D As Range
Dim rngFreExp_I As Range
Dim rngFreExp_D As Range
Dim rngOPA_I As Range
Dim rngOPA_D As Range

Dim rngMinArt As Range
Dim rngMajCol_I As Range
Dim rngMajCol_D As Range
Dim rngMinCol_I As Range
Dim rngMinCol_D As Range
Dim rngLocal_I As Range
Dim rngLocal_D As Range

'====================================================
'EDIT THIS
sFolder = "C:\Users\taris\Desktop\testData\" 'remember trailing backslash
'====================================================
'Calls Inout Box: Either enter T or I
Analyze = Application.InputBox(prompt:="Enter the Analyze Type T for 'Traffic' or I for 'Interstate'", Type:=2)
MsgBox ("You chose " & Analyze & ", is that correct?")
'Remember time when macro starts
StartTime = Timer
' On Error GoTo errHandler 'reset application setting on error
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
'loop through all excel.xlsm files in folder
sFile = Dir(sFolder & "*.xlsm")
Do Until sFile = ""
MsgBox (sFile)
'open the source workbook
Set wbSource = Workbooks.Open(sFolder & sFile)
'========================WORKSHEET
3================================================
'Activate Worksheet(3)_CuttedEdges
wbSource.Worksheets("CuttedEdges").Activate
'find the last row and the amount of rows in Column A
lRow = wbSource.ActiveSheet.Cells(Rows.Count, 1).End(xlUp).Row
'_______________________________________TRAFFIC_____________________________________________
'Instructions inside First IF Block
If Analyze = "T" Then
'Headers Traffic Columns
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("U6") = "MinCol_D1"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("V6") = "OthPrinArt_I1"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("W6") = "OthPrinArt_D1"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("X6") = "OthPrinArt_I2"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("Y6") = "Local_I1"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("Z6") = "MinCol_D2"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AA6") = "MajCol_I1"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AB6") = "MajCol_D1”

wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AC6") = "FreExp_D1"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AD6") = "FreExp_I1"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AE6") = "FreExp_D2"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AF6") = "MinArt_-1"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AG6") = "Local_I2"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AH6") = "Local_D1"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AI6") = "MajCol_I2"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AI6") = "ControlBegin Int"
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'Calculation of new columns Traffic
For i = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("U" & i).Formula = "=SUM((G" & i & "-41.482274)^2,(H" & i &
"+71.550062)^2)"
Next i
For j = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("V" & j).Formula = "=SUM((G" & j & "-41.484616)^2,(H" & j &
"+71.585988)^2)"
Next j
For k = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("W" & k).Formula = "=SUM((G" & k & "-41.476746)^2,(H" & k &
"+71.605027)^2)"
Next k
For l = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("X" & l).Formula = "=SUM((G" & l & "-41.445609)^2,(H" & l &
"+71.62181)^2)"
Next l
For m = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("Y" & m).Formula = "=SUM((G" & m & "-41.432157)^2,(H" & m &
"+71.607348)^2)"pö
Next m
For n = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("Z" & n).Formula = "=SUM((G" & n & "-41.42809)^2,(H" & n &
"+71.55886)^2)"
Next n
For o = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AA" & o).Formula = "=SUM((G" & o & "-41.412834)^2,(H" & o &
"+71.561664)^2)"
Next o
For p = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AB" & p).Formula = "=SUM((G" & p & "-41.39703)^2,(H" & p &
"+71.561445)^2)"
Next p
For q = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AC" & q).Formula = "=SUM((G" & q & "-41.404564)^2,(H" & q &
"+71.533262)^2)"
Next q
For r = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AD" & r).Formula = "=SUM((G" & r & "-41.42688)^2,(H" & r &
"+71.521165)^2)"
Next r
For s = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AE" & s).Formula = "=SUM((G" & s & "-41.431409)^2,(H" & s &
"+71.484737)^2)"
Next s
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For t = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AF" & t).Formula = "=SUM((G" & t & "-41.452002)^2,(H" & t &
"+71.49669)^2)"
Next t
For u = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AG" & u).Formula = "=SUM((G" & u & "-41.458711)^2,(H" & u &
"+71.495725)^2)"
Next u
For v = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AH" & v).Formula = "=SUM((G" & v & "-41.464299)^2,(H" & v &
"+71.495156)^2)"
Next v
For w = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AI" & w).Formula = "=SUM((G" & w & "-41.480337)^2,(H" & w &
"+71.525495)^2)"
Next w
'find the last row and the amount of rows
MinColU = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("U7:U" & lRow & "")),
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("U7:U" & lRow & ""), 0) + 6
MinColV = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("V7:V" & lRow & "")),
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("V7:V" & lRow & ""), 0) + 6
MinColW = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("W7:W" & lRow & "")),
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("W7:W" & lRow & ""), 0) + 6
MinColX = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("X7:X" & lRow & "")),
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("X7:X" & lRow & ""), 0) + 6
MinColY = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("Y7:Y" & lRow & "")),
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("Y7:Y" & lRow & ""), 0) + 6
MinColZ = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("Z7:Z" & lRow & "")),
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("Z7:Z" & lRow & ""), 0) + 6
MinColAA = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AA7:AA" & lRow & "")),
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AA7:AA" & lRow & ""), 0) + 6
MinColAB = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AB7:AB" & lRow & "")),
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AB7:AB" & lRow & ""), 0) + 6
MinColAC = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AC7:AC" & lRow & "")),
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AC7:AC" & lRow & ""), 0) + 6
MinColAD = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AD7:AD" & lRow & "")),
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AD7:AD" & lRow & ""), 0) + 6
MinColAE = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AE7:AE" & lRow & "")),
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AE7:AE" & lRow & ""), 0) + 6
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MinColAF = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AF7:AF" & lRow & "")),
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AF7:AF" & lRow & ""), 0) + 6
MinColAG = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AG7:AG" & lRow & "")),
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AG7:AG" & lRow & ""), 0) + 6
MinColAH = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AH7:AH" & lRow & "")),
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AH7:AH" & lRow & ""), 0) + 6
MinColAI = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AI7:AI" & lRow & "")),
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AI7:AI" & lRow & ""), 0) + 6
'Define the First Row of each RoadType
TopColU = 7
TopColV = MinColU + 1
TopColW = MinColV + 1
TopColX = MinColW + 1
TopColY = MinColX + 1
TopColZ = MinColY + 1
TopColAA = MinColZ + 1
TopColAB = MinColAA + 1

TopColAC = MinColAB + 1
TopColAD = MinColAC + 1
TopColAE = MinColAD + 1
TopColAF = MinColAE + 1
TopColAG = MinColAF + 1
TopColAH = MinColAG + 1
TopColAI = MinColAH + 1

'Define the range for each road type
Set rngFreExp_I1 = Application.Range(Cell1:="AC" & TopColAC & "", Cell2:="AC" & MinColAC & "")
Set rngFreExp_D1 = Application.Range(Cell1:="AS" & TopColAS & "", Cell2:="AS" & MinColAS & "")
Set rngFreExp_D2 = Application.Range(Cell1:="AE" & TopColAE & "", Cell2:="AE" & MinColAE & "")
Set rngOPA_I1 = Application.Range(Cell1:="V" & TopColV & "", Cell2:="V" & MinColV & "")
Set rngOPA_I2 = Application.Range(Cell1:="X" & TopColX & "", Cell2:="X" & MinColX & "")
Set rngOPA_D1 = Application.Range(Cell1:="W" & TopColW & "", Cell2:="W" & MinColW & "")
Set rngMinArt = Application.Range(Cell1:="AF" & TopColAF & "", Cell2:="AF" & MinColAF & "")
Set rngMajCol_I1 = Application.Range(Cell1:="AA" & TopColAA & "", Cell2:="AA" & MinColAA & "")
Set rngMajCol_I2 = Application.Range(Cell1:="AI" & TopColAI & "", Cell2:="AI" & MinColAI & "")
Set rngMajCol_D1 = Application.Range(Cell1:="AB" & TopColAB & "", Cell2:="AB" & MinColAB & "")
Set rngMinCol_D1 = Application.Range(Cell1:="U" & TopColU & "", Cell2:="U" & MinColU & "")
Set rngMinCol_D2 = Application.Range(Cell1:="Z" & TopColZ & "", Cell2:="Z" & MinColZ & "")
Set rngLocal_I1 = Application.Range(Cell1:="Y" & TopColY & "", Cell2:="Y" & MinColY & "")
Set rngLocal_I2 = Application.Range(Cell1:="AG" & TopColAG & "", Cell2:="AG" & MinColAG & "")
Set rngLocal_D1 = Application.Range(Cell1:="AH" & TopColAH & "", Cell2:="AH" & MinColAH & "")
'Union of all road types depending on Elevation_I:Inclination, D: Declination
Set rngInt_I = Nothing
Set rngInt_D = Nothing
Set rngFreExp_I = Application.Union(Arg1:=rngFreExp_I1)
Set rngFreExp_D = Application.Union(Arg1:=rngFreExp_D1, Arg2:=rngFreExp_D2)
Set rngOPA_I = Application.Union(Arg1:=rngOPA_I1, Arg2:=rngOPA_I2)
Set rngOPA_D = Application.Union(Arg1:=rngOPA_D1)
Set rngMajCol_I = Application.Union(Arg1:=rngMajCol_I1, Arg2:=rngMajCol_I2)
Set rngMajCol_D = Application.Union(Arg1:=rngMajCol_D1)
Set rngMinCol_I = Application.Union(Arg1:=rngMinCol_I1)
Set rngMinCol_D = Application.Union(Arg1:=rngMinCol_D1, Arg2:=rngMinCol_D2)
Set rngLocal_I = Application.Union(Arg1:=rngMinCol_I1, Arg2:=rngLocal_I2)
Set rngLocal_D = Application.Union(Arg1:=rngMinCol_D1)
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'_____________________________________INTERTSTATE___________________________________________
_________
'Instructions inside ELSEIF Block: Analyze is not TRAFFIC, therefore Interstate
ElseIf Analyze = "I" Then
'Headers for Interstate
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("U6") = "MinCol_D1"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("V6") = "OthPrinArt_I1"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("W6") = "OthPrinArt_D1"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("X6") = "OthPrinArt_I2"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("Y6") = "OthPrinArt_D2"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("Z6") = "OthPrinArt_I3"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AA6") = "OthPrinArt_D3"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AB6") = "Interstate_I1"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AC6") = "Interstate_D1"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AD6") = "Interstate_I2"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AE6") = "Interstate_D2"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AF6") = "Interstate_I3"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AG6") = "Interstate_D3"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AH6") = "Interstate_I4"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AI6") = "OthPrinArt_I4"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AJ6") = "OthPrinArt_D4"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AK6") = "OthPrinArt_I5"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AL6") = "OthPrinArt_D5"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AM6") = "OthPrinArt_I6"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AN6") = "OthPrinArt_D6"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AO6") = "OthPrinArt_I7"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AP6") = "ControlBegin Int"
For i = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("U" & i).Formula = "=SUM((G" & i & "-41.482274)^2,(H" & i &
"+71.550062)^2)" 'MinColD
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("V" & i).Formula = "=SUM((G" & i & "-41.499361)^2,(H" & i &
"+71.587984)^2)" 'OPA_I1
Next i
For j = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("W" & j).Formula = "=SUM((G" & j & "-41.499183)^2,(H" & j &
"+71.610607)^2)"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("X" & j).Formula = "=SUM((G" & j & "-41.494361)^2,(H" & j &
"+71.615553)^2)"
Next j
For k = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("Y" & k).Formula = "=SUM((G" & k & "-41.494916)^2,(H" & k &
"+71.632259)^2)"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("Z" & k).Formula = "=SUM((G" & k & "-41.500951)^2,(H" & k &
"+71.657879)^2)"
Next k
For l = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AA" & l).Formula = "=SUM((G" & l & "-41.512822)^2,(H" & l &
"+71.693075)^2)"
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wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AB" & l).Formula = "=SUM((G" & l & "-41.512575)^2,(H" & l &
"+71.692335)^2)" 'INT1
Next l
For m = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AC" & m).Formula = "=SUM((G" & m & "-41.49271)^2,(H" & m &
"+71.720073)^2)"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AD" & m).Formula = "=SUM((G" & m & "-41.45721)^2,(H" & m &
"+71.775184)^2)"
Next m
For n = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AE" & n).Formula = "=SUM((G" & n & "-41.448461)^2,(H" & n &
"+71.786559)^2)"
Next n
For o = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AF" & o).Formula = "=SUM((G" & o & "-41.480068)^2,(H" & o &
"+71.744289)^2)" 'INT2
Next o
For p = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AG" & p).Formula = "=SUM((G" & p & "-41.486865)^2,(H" & p &
"+71.730414)^2)"
Next p
For q = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AH" & q).Formula = "=SUM((G" & q & "-41.511674)^2,(H" & q &
"+71.691417)^2)"
Next q
For r = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AI" & r).Formula = "=SUM((G" & r & "-41.500951)^2,(H" & r &
"+71.657879)^2)" 'OPA
Next r
For s = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AJ" & s).Formula = "=SUM((G" & s & "-41.494916)^2,(H" & s &
"+71.632259)^2)"
Next s
For t = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AK" & t).Formula = "=SUM((G" & t & "-41.494361)^2,(H" & t &
"+71.615553)^2)"
Next t
For u = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AL" & u).Formula = "=SUM((G" & u & "-41.499183)^2,(H" & u &
"+71.610607)^2)"
Next u
For v = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AM" & v).Formula = "=SUM((G" & v & "-41.499361)^2,(H" & v &
"+71.587984)^2)"
Next v
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For w = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AN" & w).Formula = "=SUM((G" & w & "-41.482274)^2,(H" & w &
"+71.550062)^2)"
Next w
For x = 7 To lRow
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AO" & x).Formula = "=SUM((G" & x & "-41.480337)^2,(H" & x &
"+71.525781)^2)" 'END
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AP" & x).Formula = "=SUM((G" & x & "-41.514568)^2,(H" & x &
"+71.691823)^2)" 'ControlInt (close to Wendys)
Next x
'Start Rows, so that the way back and forth can be differentiated
MinColControlInt = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AP7:AP" & lRow & "")),
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AP7:AP" & lRow & ""), 0) + 6
MinColS = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("S7:S" & lRow & "")),
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("S7:S" & lRow & ""), 0) + 6
Control2Cut = MinColS
MsgBox ("MinColAB= " & MinColAB & "Control2Cut= " & Control2Cut)
'Define the First Row of each RoadType
MinColU = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("U7:U" & MinColControlInt
& "")), wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("U7:U" & MinColControlInt & ""), 0) + 6
MinColV = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("V7:V" & MinColControlInt
& "")), wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("V7:V" & MinColControlInt & ""), 0) + 6
MinColW = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("W7:W" & MinColControlInt & "")), wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("W7:W" & MinColControlInt & ""), 0) + 6
MinColX = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("X7:X" & MinColControlInt
& "")), wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("X7:X" & MinColControlInt & ""), 0) + 6
MinColY = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("Y7:Y" & MinColControlInt
& "")), wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("Y7:Y" & MinColControlInt & ""), 0) + 6
MinColZ = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("Z7:Z" & MinColControlInt
& "")), wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("Z7:Z" & MinColControlInt & ""), 0) + 6
MinColAA = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AA7:AA" & MinColControlInt & "")), wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AA7:AA" & MinColControlInt & ""), 0) + 6
MinColAB = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AB7:AB" & Control2Cut &
"")), wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AB7:AB" & Control2Cut & ""), 0) + 6
MinColAC = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AC7:AC" & Control2Cut &
"")), wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AC7:AC" & Control2Cut & ""), 0) + 6
MinColAD = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AD7:AD" & Control2Cut &
"")), wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AD7:AD" & Control2Cut & ""), 0) + 6
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MinColAE = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AE7:AE" & Control2Cut &
"")), wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AE7:AE" & Control2Cut & ""), 0) + 6
MinColAF = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AF" & Control2Cut &
":AF" & lRow & "")), wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AF" & Control2Cut & ":AF" & lRow & ""), 0) + 6 + Control2Cut
MinColAG = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AG" & Control2Cut &
":AG" & lRow & "")), wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AG" & Control2Cut & ":AG" & lRow & ""), 0) + 6 + Control2Cut
MinColAH = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AH" & Control2Cut &
":AH" & lRow & "")), wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AH" & Control2Cut & ":AH" & lRow & ""), 0) + 6 + Control2Cut
MinColAI = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AI" & MinColControlInt &
":AI" & lRow & "")), wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AI" & MinColControlInt & ":AI" & lRow & ""), 0) + 6 + MinColControlInt
MinColAJ = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AJ" & MinColControlInt &
":AJ" & lRow & "")), wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AJ" & MinColControlInt & ":AJ" & lRow & ""), 0) + 6 +
MinColControlInt
MinColAK = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AK" & MinColControlInt &
":AK" & lRow & "")), wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AK" & MinColControlInt & ":AK" & lRow & ""), 0) + 6 +
MinColControlInt
MinColAL = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AL" & MinColControlInt &
":AL" & lRow & "")), wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AL" & MinColControlInt & ":AL" & lRow & ""), 0) + 6 +
MinColControlInt
MinColAM = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AM" & MinColControlInt
& ":AM" & lRow & "")), wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AM" & MinColControlInt & ":AM" & lRow & ""), 0) + 6
+ MinColControlInt
MinColAN = Application.WorksheetFunction.Match(WorksheetFunction.Min(wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AN" & MinColControlInt &
":AN" & lRow & "")), wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("AN" & MinColControlInt & ":AN" & lRow & ""), 0) + 6 +
MinColControlInt
'Define Top Row of each Road Type
TopColU = 7
TopColV = MinColU + 1
TopColW = MinColV + 1
TopColX = MinColW + 1
TopColY = MinColX + 1
TopColZ = MinColY + 1
TopColAA = MinColZ + 1
TopColAB = MinColAA + 1
TopColAC = MinColAB + 1
TopColAD = MinColAC + 1
TopColAE = MinColAD + 1

TopColAF = MinColAE + 1
TopColAG = MinColAF + 1
TopColAH = MinColAG + 1
TopColAI = MinColAH + 1
TopColAJ = MinColAI + 1
TopColAJ = MinColAI + 1
TopColAK = MinColAJ + 1
TopColAL = MinColAK + 1
TopColAM = MinColAL + 1
TopColAN = MinColAM + 1

'Define the range of each Road Type
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Set rngInt_I1 = Application.Range(Cell1:="AB" & TopColAB & "", Cell2:="AB" & "" & AB & "")
Set rngInt_I2 = Application.Range(Cell1:="AD" & TopColAD & "", Cell2:="AD" & "" & AD & "")
Set rngInt_I3 = Application.Range(Cell1:="AF" & TopColAF & "", Cell2:="AF" & "" & AF & "")
Set rngInt_I4 = Application.Range(Cell1:="AH" & TopColAH & "", Cell2:="AH" & "" & AH & "")
Set rngInt_D1 = Application.Range(Cell1:="AC" & TopColAC & "", Cell2:="AC" & "" & AC & "")
Set rngInt_D2 = Application.Range(Cell1:="AE" & TopColAE & "", Cell2:="AE" & "" & AE & "")
Set rngInt_D3 = Application.Range(Cell1:="AG" & TopColAG & "", Cell2:="AG" & "" & AG & "")
Set rngOPA_I1 = Application.Range(Cell1:="V" & TopColV & "", Cell2:="V" & "" & v & "")
Set rngOPA_I2 = Application.Range(Cell1:="X" & TopColX & "", Cell2:="X" & "" & x & "")
Set rngOPA_I3 = Application.Range(Cell1:="Z" & TopColZ & "", Cell2:="Z" & "" & Z & "")
Set rngOPA_I4 = Application.Range(Cell1:="AI" & TopColAI & "", Cell2:="AI" & "" & AI & "")
Set rngOPA_I5 = Application.Range(Cell1:="AK" & TopColAK & "", Cell2:="AK" & "" & AK & "")
Set rngOPA_I6 = Application.Range(Cell1:="AM" & TopColAM & "", Cell2:="AM" & "" & AM & "")
Set rngOPA_I7 = Application.Range(Cell1:="AO" & TopColAO & "", Cell2:="AO" & "" & AO & "")
Set rngOPA_D1 = Application.Range(Cell1:="W" & TopColW & "", Cell2:="W" & "" & w & "")
Set rngOPA_D2 = Application.Range(Cell1:="Y" & TopColY & "", Cell2:="Y" & "" & Y & "")
Set rngOPA_D3 = Application.Range(Cell1:="AA" & TopColAA & "", Cell2:="AA" & "" & AA & "")
Set rngOPA_D4 = Application.Range(Cell1:="AJ" & TopColAJ & "", Cell2:="AJ" & "" & AJ & "")
Set rngOPA_D5 = Application.Range(Cell1:="AL" & TopColAL & "", Cell2:="AL" & "" & AL & "")
Set rngOPA_D6 = Application.Range(Cell1:="AN" & TopColAN & "", Cell2:="AN" & "" & AN & "")
Set rngMinCol_D1 = Application.Range(Cell1:="U" & TopColU & "", Cell2:="U" & "" & u & "")
'Union of all road types depending on Elevation_I:Inclination, D: Declination
Set rngInt_I = Application.Union(Arg1:=rngInt_I1, Arg2:=rngInt_I2, Arg3:=Int_I3, Arg4:=Int_I4)
Set rngInt_D = Application.Union(Arg1:=rngInt_D1, Arg2:=rngInt_D2, Arg3:=Int_D3)
Set rngOPA_I = Application.Union(Arg1:=rngOPA_I1, Arg2:=rngOPA_I2, Arg3:=OPA_I3, Arg4:=OPA_I4,
Arg5:=rngOPA_I5, Arg6:=OPA_I6, Arg7:=OPA_I7)
Set rngOPA_D = Application.Union(Arg1:=rngOPA_D1, Arg2:=rngOPA_D2, Arg3:=OPA_D3,
Arg4:=rngOPA_D4, Arg5:=rngOPA_D5, Arg6:=OPA_D6)
Set rngMajCol_D = Application.Union(Arg1:=rngMajCol_D1)
Set rngFreExp_I = Nothing
Set rngMinCol_I = Nothing
Set rngFreExp_D = Nothing
Set rngMinCol_D = Nothing
Set rngMinArt = Nothing
Set rngLocal_I = Nothing
Set rngMajCol_I = Nothing
Set rngLocal_D = Nothing

Else
'What to do if neither T or I is entered
MsgBox ("Please enter the correct Road Type Analysis: [I] for Interstate or [T] for Traffic")
wbSource.Close SaveChanges:=False
End If
'Format All Cells as Values
'Fit the width of all Columns
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Columns("A:AN").AutoFit
'===========================WORKSHEET==============================
Worksheets("Output").Activate
'Calculation of final values
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("A2").Formula = "=SUM(Z7:Z9999)*(-1)"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("B2").Formula = "=SUM(Y7:Y9999)"
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wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("C2").Formula = "=(A2/B2)"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("D2").Formula = "=COUNT(L7:L9999)"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("E2").Formula = "=STDEV.P(AA7:AA9999)"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("F2").Formula = "=AVERAGE(U7:U9999)*0.621371"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("G2").Formula = "=STDEV(U7:JU9999)*0.62137"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("H2").Formula = "=AVERAGE(W7:W9999)"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("I2").Formula = "=STDEV.P(W7:W9999)"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("J2").Formula = "=AVERAGE(X7:X9999)"
wbSource.ActiveSheet.Range("K2").Formula = "=STDEV.P(X7:X9999)"
'==========CHANGE THIS IF THE FILE IS SUPPOSED TO BE SAVED ========
'
wbSource.Close SaveChanges:=False
'================================================================
Application.CutCopyMode = False
'get the next file
sFile = Dir()
Loop
'Determine how many seconds code took to run
MinutesElapsed = Format((Timer - StartTime) / 86400, "hh:mm:ss")
'Notify user of time
MsgBox "The entire folder was successfully processed in: " & MinutesElapsed & "
hh:mm:ss, ", vbInformation
'tidy up
Set wbSource = Nothing
'errHandler:
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End Sub
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Appendix G:
Mann-Whitney-U-Test: P-values to determine the difference of the road type medians
η2
Freeway/ Other Prin. Minor
Major
Interstate
Local Road
η1
Expressway Arterial
Arterial Collector
-

Interstate

Freeway/
0.000 ***
Expressway

-

Other Prin0.000 ***
cipal Arterial

0.000 ***

Minor
Arterial

0.000 ***

0.000 ***

0.367

Major
Collector

0.000 ***

0.225

0.000 ***

0.000 ***

Local Road

0.312

0.000 ***

0.000 ***

0.000 *** 0.000 ***

-

Note: *** p < 0.001. ** p < 0.01. * p < 0.05. • p < 0.1
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Timestamp
(ms)
185600
186600
187600
188600
189600
190600
191600
192600
193600
194600
195600
196600
197600
198600
199600
200600
201600
202600
203600
204600
205600
206600
207600
208600
209600
210600
211600
212600
213600
214600
215600
216600
217600
218600
219600
220600

Altitude HV Battery HV Battery HV Battery
[m]
Current [A] SOC [%]
Voltage[V]
82.2
-1.25
77.5
342.25
82.2
-1.5
77.5
342.25
82.2
-1.5
77.5
342.25
82.2
-13.75
77.5
341.75
82.2
-13.75
77.5
341.75
82.2
-43.5
77.5
340
82.2
-78.5
77.5
338.25
82.2
-111
77.5
336.25
82.2
-119
77.5
335.5
82.2
-78
77.5
337.25
82.3
-70.25
77.5
337.5
82.3
-26.5
77.5
340.5
82.3
-0.5
77.5
341
82.3
-2
77.5
341.5
82.3
14.25
77.5
341.75
82.3
14.25
77.5
343.25
82.3
33.75
77.5
344.5
82.3
58.75
77.5
346.75
82.3
91
77.5
344
82.3
49
77.5
344
74.7
52.25
77.5
347.5
74.7
77.25
77.5
345
74.7
61.25
77.5
347.75
74.7
20
77.5
343.75
74.7
34.25
77.5
344
74.7
6.75
77.5
343.5
74.7
-1
77.5
342.75
74.7
-34.25
77.5
341.75
74.7
-92.75
77.5
338.25
74.7
-141
77.5
335.25
70.1
-134
77.5
334.5
70.1
-118
77.5
335.75
70.1
-116.25
77.5
335
70.1
-39.5
77.5
338.75
70.1
-64
77.5
338.75
70.1
-64
77.5
340

Latitude
[deg]
41.4892575
41.4892575
41.4892575
41.4892575
41.4892575
41.4892575
41.4892575
41.4892575
41.4892575
41.4892575
41.48944
41.48944
41.48944
41.48944
41.48944
41.48944
41.48944
41.48944
41.48944
41.48944
41.48989194
41.48989194
41.48989194
41.48989194
41.48989194
41.48989194
41.48989194
41.48989194
41.48989194
41.48989194
41.49007861
41.49007861
41.49007861
41.49007861
41.49007861
41.49007861

Longitude
Vehicle
[deg]
Speed [km/h]
-71.52162111
2
-71.52162111
1
-71.52162111
1
-71.52162111
4
-71.52162111
4
-71.52162111
10
-71.52162111
17
-71.52162111
26
-71.52162111
34
-71.52162111
41
-71.52213583
45
-71.52213583
48
-71.52213583
51
-71.52213583
52
-71.52213583
53
-71.52213583
53
-71.52213583
52
-71.52213583
49
-71.52213583
46
-71.52213583
46
-71.523635
42
-71.523635
40
-71.523635
31
-71.523635
24
-71.523635
19
-71.523635
10
-71.523635
4
-71.523635
6
-71.523635
26
-71.523635
26
-71.52422583
42
-71.52422583
42
-71.52422583
50
-71.52422583
52
-71.52422583
53
-71.52422583
54

Vehicle
Speed (m/s)
0.555555556
0.277777778
0.277777778
1.111111111
1.111111111
2.777777778
4.722222222
7.222222222
9.444444444
11.38888889
12.5
13.33333333
14.16666667
14.44444444
14.72222222
14.72222222
14.44444444
13.61111111
12.77777778
12.77777778
11.66666667
11.11111111
8.611111111
6.666666667
5.277777778
2.777777778
1.111111111
1.666666667
7.222222222
7.222222222
11.66666667
11.66666667
13.88888889
14.44444444
14.72222222
15
0
-0.277777778
0
0.833333333
0
1.666666667
1.944444444
2.5
2.222222222
1.944444444
1.111111111
0.833333333
0.833333333
0.277777778
0.277777778
0
-0.277777778
-0.833333333
-0.833333333
0
-1.111111111
-0.555555556
-2.5
-1.944444444
-1.388888889
-2.5
-1.666666667
0.555555556
5.555555556
0
4.444444444
0
2.222222222
0.555555556
0.277777778
0.277777778

Acceleration

deltaDist_m/s
(mi)
0.000345206
0.000172603
0.000172603
0.000690412
0.000690412
0.001726031
0.002934253
0.004487681
0.005868506
0.007076727
0.00776714
0.008284949
0.008802759
0.008975362
0.009147965
0.009147965
0.008975362
0.008457552
0.007939743
0.007939743
0.007249331
0.006904124
0.005350696
0.004142475
0.003279459
0.001726031
0.000690412
0.001035619
0.004487681
0.004487681
0.007249331
0.007249331
0.008630155
0.008975362
0.009147965
0.009320568

deltaSOC
(kWh/sec)
-0.000118837
-0.000142604
-0.000142604
-0.001305295
-0.001305295
-0.004108333
-0.007375729
-0.010367708
-0.011090139
-0.007307083
-0.006585938
-0.002506458
-4.73611E-05
-0.000189722
0.00135276
0.001358698
0.003229688
0.005658767
0.008695556
0.004682222
0.005043576
0.007403125
0.00591658
0.001909722
0.003272778
0.000644063
-9.52083E-05
-0.003251372
-0.008714635
-0.013130625
-0.012450833
-0.011005139
-0.010817708
-0.00371684
-0.006022222
-0.006044444

deltaSOC/mi
-0.34424874
-0.826196976
-0.826196976
-1.89060201
-1.89060201
-2.380219776
-2.51366516
-2.310259735
-1.889772192
-1.032551185
-0.84792312
-0.302531526
-0.005380258
-0.021138114
0.14787556
0.148524612
0.35983926
0.66907861
1.095193578
0.589719619
0.695729949
1.072275732
1.105758848
0.46101
0.997962685
0.373146523
-0.137900664
-3.139545156
-1.941901784
-2.925926662
-1.717514907
-1.518090363
-1.253477808
-0.414115934
-0.658312791
-0.648506027

Appendix H: Excerpt of Data (Page 1 of 2)
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Timestamp
(ms)
220600
221600
222600
223600
224600
225600
226600
227600
228600
229600
230600
231600
232600
233600
234600
235600
236600
237600
238600
239600
240600
241600
242600
243600
244600
245600
246600
247600
248600
249600
250600
251600
⋮

Altitude HV Battery HV Battery HV Battery
[m]
Current [A] SOC [%]
Voltage[V]
70.1
-64
77.5
340
70.1
-27.25
77.5
340.5
70.1
-7
77.5
341.5
70.1
-3
77.5
341.5
70.1
-5
77.5
341.25
67.9
-3.5
77.5
341.75
67.9
2.75
77.5
341.75
67.9
-1.5
77.5
341.5
67.9
-16
77.5
341.25
67.9
1.5
77.5
341.5
67.9
0
77.5
341.75
67.9
-0.75
77.5
341.5
67.9
0
77.5
341.75
67.9
0.5
77.5
341.75
67.9
1.75
77.5
341.75
61.9
0.75
77.5
341.75
61.9
-12.25
77.5
341.75
61.9
9.25
77.5
341.75
61.9
12
77.5
344
61.9
3
77.5
342.5
61.9
0
77.5
342
61.9
37.75
77.5
343.5
61.9
24.25
77.5
344.5
61.9
24.25
77.5
343.5
61.9
41.5
77.5
345.5
52.6
70.5
77.5
347.5
52.6
96
77.5
346.5
52.6
92.25
77.5
347
52.6
56.75
77.5
347
52.6
101.5
77.5
348.5
52.6
96.25
77.5
347.5
52.6
67
77.5
347.25
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮

Latitude
[deg]
41.49007861
41.49007861
41.49007861
41.49007861
41.49007861
41.49039028
41.49039028
41.49039028
41.49039028
41.49039028
41.49039028
41.49039028
41.49039028
41.49039028
41.49039028
41.4906
41.4906
41.4906
41.4906
41.4906
41.4906
41.4906
41.4906
41.4906
41.4906
41.49077278
41.49077278
41.49077278
41.49077278
41.49077278
41.49077278
41.49077278
⋮

Longitude
Vehicle
[deg]
Speed [km/h]
-71.52422583
54
-71.52422583
52
-71.52422583
52
-71.52422583
52
-71.52422583
52
-71.52583056
53
-71.52583056
53
-71.52583056
54
-71.52583056
55
-71.52583056
56
-71.52583056
57
-71.52583056
58
-71.52583056
58
-71.52583056
58
-71.52583056
58
-71.52769167
58
-71.52769167
59
-71.52769167
57
-71.52769167
57
-71.52769167
58
-71.52769167
59
-71.52769167
57
-71.52769167
57
-71.52769167
56
-71.52769167
53
-71.52956111
49
-71.52956111
45
-71.52956111
40
-71.52956111
40
-71.52956111
36
-71.52956111
29
-71.52956111
25
⋮
⋮

Vehicle
Speed (m/s)
15
14.44444444
14.44444444
14.44444444
14.44444444
14.72222222
14.72222222
15
15.27777778
15.55555556
15.83333333
16.11111111
16.11111111
16.11111111
16.11111111
16.11111111
16.38888889
15.83333333
15.83333333
16.11111111
16.38888889
15.83333333
15.83333333
15.55555556
14.72222222
13.61111111
12.5
11.11111111
11.11111111
10
8.055555556
6.944444444
⋮
Acceleration
0.277777778
-0.555555556
0
0
0
0.277777778
0
0.277777778
0.277777778
0.277777778
0.277777778
0.277777778
0
0
0
0
0.277777778
-0.555555556
0
0.277777778
0.277777778
-0.555555556
0
-0.277777778
-0.833333333
-1.111111111
-1.111111111
-1.388888889
0
-1.111111111
-1.944444444
-1.111111111
⋮

deltaDist_m/s
(mi)
0.009320568
0.008975362
0.008975362
0.008975362
0.008975362
0.009147965
0.009147965
0.009320568
0.009493171
0.009665774
0.009838377
0.01001098
0.01001098
0.01001098
0.01001098
0.01001098
0.010183583
0.009838377
0.009838377
0.01001098
0.010183583
0.009838377
0.009838377
0.009665774
0.009147965
0.008457552
0.00776714
0.006904124
0.006904124
0.006213712
0.00500549
0.004315078
⋮

deltaSOC
(kWh/sec)
-0.006044444
-0.002577396
-0.000664028
-0.000284583
-0.000473958
-0.000332257
0.000261059
-0.000142292
-0.001516667
0.000142292
0
-7.11458E-05
0
4.74653E-05
0.000166128
7.11979E-05
-0.001162899
0.000878108
0.001146667
0.000285417
0
0.003601979
0.00232059
0.002313854
0.003982847
0.006805208
0.00924
0.008891875
0.005470069
0.009825764
0.009290799
0.006462708
⋮

deltaSOC/mi
-0.648506027
-0.287163451
-0.073983401
-0.031707172
-0.0528066
-0.036320313
0.028537389
-0.015266416
-0.159763968
0.014721187
0
-0.00710678
0
0.004741322
0.016594626
0.007111982
-0.114193527
0.089253301
0.116550387
0.028510361
0
0.366115172
0.235871245
0.239386328
0.435380691
0.804630945
1.189627085
1.287907711
0.79229011
1.581303416
1.856121641
1.497703807
⋮

Excerpt of Data (Page 2 of 2)
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Appendix I
Coefficients Downhill
Term
Constant
Driver
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
RoadType
Freeway/Expressway
Principal Arterial
Major Collector
Minor Collector
Local Road

Coef
0.25055

SE Coef
0.0128

95% CI
(0.2253, 0.2758)

T-Value
19.60

P-Value
0.000

VIF

-0.00681
-0.02831
-0.01861
0.00138
0.00736
0.03568
-0.01786
-0.03054
-0.02315
-0.00972
-0.02937
-0.01223
-0.03922
-0.02833
-0.01413
-0.00738
-0.00889
0.01277
-0.04737
-0.00681
-0.04606
-0.01773
-0.01687
0.01149
-0.03199
-0.00967
-0.01240
-0.02498
-0.00763

0.0185
0.0162
0.0162
0.0162
0.0162
0.0162
0.0162
0.0162
0.0162
0.0162
0.0162
0.0162
0.0162
0.0162
0.0162
0.0162
0.0162
0.0162
0.0162
0.0162
0.0162
0.0162
0.0162
0.0162
0.0162
0.0162
0.0162
0.0162
0.0162

(-0.0434, 0.0297)
(-0.0603, 0.0037)
(-0.0506, 0.0134)
(-0.0306, 0.0334)
(-0.0246, 0.0394)
(0.0037, 0.0677)
(-0.0499, 0.0141)
(-0.0625, 0.0015)
(-0.0551, 0.0088)
(-0.0417, 0.0223)
(-0.0614, 0.0026)
(-0.0442, 0.0198)
(-0.0712, -0.0072)
(-0.0603, 0.0037)
(-0.0461, 0.0179)
(-0.0394, 0.0246)
(-0.0409, 0.0231)
(-0.0192, 0.0448)
(-0.0794, -0.0154)
(-0.0388, 0.0252)
(-0.0781, -0.0141)
(-0.0497, 0.0143)
(-0.0489, 0.0151)
(-0.0205, 0.0435)
(-0.0640, 0.0000)
(-0.0417, 0.0223)
(-0.0444, 0.0196)
(-0.0570, 0.0070)
(-0.0396, 0.0244)

-0.37
-1.74
-1.15
0.09
0.45
2.20
-1.10
-1.88
-1.43
-0.60
-1.81
-0.75
-2.42
-1.75
-0.87
-0.45
-0.55
0.79
-2.92
-0.42
-2.84
-1.09
-1.04
0.71
-1.97
-0.60
-0.76
-1.54
-0.47

0.714
0.083
0.253
0.932
0.650
0.029
0.272
0.061
0.155
0.550
0.072
0.452
0.017
0.082
0.385
0.650
0.584
0.432
0.004
0.675
0.005
0.276
0.300
0.480
0.050
0.552
0.446
0.125
0.639

1.60
1.93
1.93
1.93
1.93
1.93
1.93
1.93
1.93
1.93
1.93
1.93
1.93
1.93
1.93
1.93
1.93
1.93
1.93
1.93
1.93
1.93
1.93
1.93
1.93
1.93
1.93
1.93
1.93

-0.01617
-0.09321
-0.16949
-0.13593
-0.24036

0.00847
0.00736
0.00847
0.00736
0.00847

(-0.03286, 0.00052)
(-0.10773, -0.07869)
(-0.18618, -0.15279)
(-0.15045, -0.12141)
(-0.25705, -0.22367)

-1.91
-12.66
-20.02
-18.46
-28.39

0.058
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

1.78
2.28
1.78
2.28
1.78
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Appendix J
Coefficients Uphill
Term
Constant
Initial SOC
Driver
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
RoadType
Freeway/Expressway
Principal Arterial
Major Collector
Local Road

Coef
0.2856
-0.000243

SE Coef
0.0115
0.000139

0.0191
0.0025
-0.0031
0.0181
0.0015
-0.0167
0.0239
-0.0050
-0.0050
0.0162
-0.0027
0.0148
-0.0079
-0.0212
-0.0022
0.0147
-0.0016
-0.0053
0.0004
0.0165
0.0022
0.0010
0.0127
0.0216
0.0070
-0.0087
-0.0162
-0.0069
0.0104

0.0141
0.0126
0.0130
0.0131
0.0137
0.0126
0.0147
0.0131
0.0125
0.0135
0.0124
0.0131
0.0141
0.0132
0.0146
0.0126
0.0126
0.0125
0.0128
0.0128
0.0135
0.0125
0.0132
0.0125
0.0132
0.0130
0.0127
0.0134
0.0131

-0.00753
-0.03826
0.00355
0.03540

0.00564
0.00488
0.00564
0.00564

95% CI
(0.2629, 0.3083)
(-0.000518, 0.000031)

T-Value
24.89
-1.75

P-Value
0.000
0.082

2.52

(-0.0088, 0.0470)
(-0.0224, 0.0274)
(-0.0288, 0.0227)
(-0.0079, 0.0441)
(-0.0256, 0.0287)
(-0.0416, 0.0082)
(-0.0051, 0.0530)
(-0.0309, 0.0208)
(-0.0297, 0.0198)
(-0.0106, 0.0429)
(-0.0272, 0.0218)
(-0.0111, 0.0406)
(-0.0359, 0.0201)
(-0.0473, 0.0049)
(-0.0311, 0.0266)
(-0.0102, 0.0397)
(-0.0265, 0.0234)
(-0.0300, 0.0193)
(-0.0250, 0.0258)
(-0.0088, 0.0418)
(-0.0245, 0.0289)
(-0.0238, 0.0257)
(-0.0134, 0.0388)
(-0.0031, 0.0464)
(-0.0192, 0.0331)
(-0.0343, 0.0170)
(-0.0413, 0.0089)
(-0.0334, 0.0196)
(-0.0154, 0.0362)

1.35
0.19
-0.23
1.38
0.11
-1.33
1.63
-0.38
-0.40
1.20
-0.22
1.13
-0.56
-1.61
-0.15
1.17
-0.12
-0.43
0.03
1.29
0.16
0.08
0.96
1.73
0.53
-0.67
-1.27
-0.52
0.79

0.179
0.846
0.815
0.170
0.911
0.186
0.106
0.701
0.692
0.234
0.830
0.260
0.577
0.111
0.878
0.245
0.901
0.669
0.978
0.199
0.870
0.939
0.338
0.087
0.599
0.505
0.205
0.607
0.428

1.69
1.99
2.13
2.17
2.37
1.99
2.71
2.15
1.97
2.30
1.93
2.15
2.52
2.19
2.68
2.01
2.00
1.95
2.07
2.06
2.29
1.97
2.19
1.98
2.20
2.11
2.03
2.26
2.14

(-0.01868, 0.00362)
(-0.04792, -0.02861)
(-0.00760, 0.01470)
(0.02425, 0.04655)

-1.34
-7.83
0.63
6.28

0.184
0.000
0.530
0.000

1.72
2.04
1.72
1.72
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